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This document reports on the findings of an NSF-funded conference (STEM ACT) on the 
alternative certification of science teachers. The conference explored the issues that have arisen 
in science education as a result of the proliferation of alternative certification programs in the 
United States, and to identify the research that needs to be done to reconcile the rapid growth of 
these programs with the demands that national standards and state curriculum frameworks put on 
science teacher quality. Alternative certification for science teachers has become a tapestry 
woven of various strands - political and professional, ideological and academic. Given the 
complexity of issues, the continued growth, and the on-going investment of public resources 
associated with alternative certification, a comprehensive, in-depth and systematic descriptive 
analysis is needed to help evaluate the ways in which alternative teacher certification does or 
does not address teacher supply and demand, and science teacher quality. Therefore, one purpose 
of the STEM ACT conference was to identify key features and issues relating to alternative 
teacher certification as the basis for suggesting a more systematic approach to the study of 
alternative teacher certification efforts.  
 
The STEM ACT conference was held in early May 2006 in Arlington, VA. It was a working 
conference in which 65 participants presented and discussed 42 papers. Most of the papers are 
available on-line on the conference website. The conference was organized along three themes: 

1. An overview of the existing policy on alternative certification of secondary (middle and 
high school) science teachers in the US, including key assumptions and questions.  

2. A synthesis of existing research about the needs, methods, and outcomes of alternative 
certification for science teachers. 

3. An in-depth look at existing practice through the examination of particular cases of 
alternative programs for science teacher preparation. 
 
On the last day of the conference participants were grouped into writing committees to begin the 
preparation of white papers on each theme. The findings of the conference are presented in this 
document. 
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Executive Summary 
 

A National Science Foundation funded conference entitled, “Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math – Alternative Certification for Teachers” (STEM-ACT) was held in May, 
2006 in Arlington, VA. The conference was designed to facilitate a significant exchange of 
information, which was then synthesized to produce white papers on the three threads of the 
conference, i.e., policy, practice, and research. This summary presents the highlights of the three 
white papers. 

One goal of the conference was to identify key issues related to the alternative 
certification (AC) of science teachers to support a more systematic study of AC efforts. A second 
goal was related to the extensive research programs on science teaching and learning that have 
been funded for 30 years by NSF and other agencies (see for example, Lederman & Abell 
(2007)). We now know a great deal about the teaching and learning of science in schools. What 
is not known, however, is how to incorporate this knowledge into AC programs. Therefore, a 
guiding question of the conference was, “What do we know and what more do we need to learn 
about how to incorporate the results of research on science teaching and learning into 
alternative certification programs?” 

On day one, all attendees presented their research and served as respondents to other 
presenters. Papers were available ahead of time (see http://stemtec.org/act) so that respondents 
could prepare thoughtful comments. In the morning of day two, small groups identified the major 
ideas and in the afternoon writing teams began the preparation of three white papers. This article 
provides an overview of the papers, beginning by addressing the questions: 

  
 “What are the policy issues in the alternative certification of science teachers?” 
 “What is alternative certification and what does it look like?”  
 “What research needs to be done?”  

Policy issues for the alternative certification of science teachers  

 Policy makers rely on studies that provide contradictory data about teacher supply and 
demand and the efficacy of alternative and traditional 
teacher education programs. Therefore, an important goa
the policy group was to frame the problems that alternat
certification addresses. They found that there are deficits in 
the quantity and quality of science teachers. Therefore, 
teacher certification public policy is concerned with 
addressing incentives and standards to ensure that there are 
enough qualified teachers. And, there must be enough 
quantity before quality can be addressed. 

l of 
ive 

 .The policy group found that several factors affect the demand for science teachers, 
including the number of classes that need to be staffed, teacher retention rates, and retirements. 
Demand also depends on student demographics, and on the funds available. 

Dominating the supply of new science teachers is the limited number of people who 
receive training in the sciences, and their multiple career opportunities. The conference found 
that it is necessary to pay attention to both salary and working conditions to attract qualified 
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people. The quality of the science teacher employed in a school will depend on the total 
compensation package (i.e., salaries, benefits, working conditions, and intrinsic rewards). 

To balance supply and demand, districts can make several tradeoffs: 

 There can be a quantity-quality tradeoff.  A district can choose to employ fewer teachers 
but maintain high quality standards (e.g., increase class sizes and/or offer fewer courses 
but of higher quality) or it can sacrifice quality by employing as many teachers as 
possible regardless of quality. 

 The district can sacrifice quality in science teaching to promote quality in other subject 
areas. 

 The district can find that it needs to sacrifice both quantity and quality just to stay 
solvent.  

Science is costly to teach; laboratories require extra resources.  High quality science 
teachers may cost more because of their short supply.  The attractiveness of teaching relative to 
other occupations available may be lower for individuals trained in the sciences than for those 
trained in other fields, such as English.  Attracting a high quality science teacher may require a 

relatively costlier compensation package.  

The cost of high quality science teaching and the relatively low 
incentive to produce it combine to exacerbate the shortage of good 
science teachers, particularly in schools with highly constrained 
resources.  Hard-to-staff schools are doubly challenged, needing to 
funnel scarce resources into the areas upon which their survival 
depends most heavily and being less likely to attract high quality 

science teachers than schools with more desirable working conditions. 

The policy group found that the main motivation for AC for science teachers is to 
increase supply by speeding up licensure by reducing impediments. This raises questions 
because of the group’s other findings. First, do traditional certification programs produce a 
significant restriction on the rate of production of new science teachers, and if so, how? Second, 
how many people knowledgeable in the sciences are available to be science teachers? That 
number may be more critical than the certification process. Third, can policy makers shape 
science teaching so that it is competitive as a career with the other options available?  

What is alternative certification and what does it look like? 
The term alternative certification is ambiguous. Many programs considered AC are 

housed in institutions of higher education and 
lead to both licensure and a degree. Some call 
only undergraduate programs “traditional,” and 
label all other teacher education programs as  
alternative. In addition, there is as much 
variation within programs as there is between 
programs. For example, Marjorie Wechsler 
reported on a large-scale study that found large 
variations among AC programs in the characteristics of participants (e.g., their education 

“there is no agreement about the definition of 
alternative certification and there is some 
confusion as well about what constitutes 
traditional certification”  

The district can find 
that it needs to 
sacrifice both 
quantity and quality 
just to stay solvent.  
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backgrounds), previous careers and classroom experience; and in the components of the AC 
programs, including participant experiences with coursework, mentoring and supervision, and 
the context of their school placements (Wechsler, Humphrey & Hough, 2006).  

There are large variations in program structure among those programs labeled as 
alternative, the differences in candidate backgrounds within and among programs, and the wide 
range in the school contexts in which candidates were placed, both within and among programs. 
This led the conference to concur with the statement that “there is no agreement about the 
definition of alternative certification and there is some confusion as well about what constitutes 
traditional certification” (Zeichner & Conklin, 2005, p. 656; Zeichner, 2006 ). Rather than trying 
to compare traditional and alternative programs, one should consider a continuum of teacher 
preparation and support programs designed to serve the varied needs of schools and of pre-
service and in-service science teachers. All effective teacher education programs, as argued in 
the practice white paper, should: 

 include solid partnerships involving the state licensing authority, institutions of higher 
education and local school districts in the preparation process of AC science teachers,  

 select and recruit of the candidates for admission that match the design of the particular 
program,  

 have responsive program design and delivery, and  
 train teacher mentors in ways that addresses the specific needs of science teachers. 

Any list such as this requires a means of evaluating whether programs have these 
qualities and whether they have the desired effect. The evaluation of science teacher certification 
programs has two dimensions: teacher knowledge and teacher skills. Clearly science teachers 
need to know science. However, how do certification programs to ensure this? How do they 

determine the candidates’ knowledge and how do they 
augment it when necessary? Science  
teachers also need knowledge of educational foundations 
and strategies. How do programs ensure this, and more 
importantly, how well versed are the candidates in the 
theories and practices that have emerged as a result of 

research on science teaching and learning, including research in areas such as culture, language, 
ethnicity, and gender? Candidates also must have the skills needed to create environments in 
which students learn. To evaluate this, programs need to look both at what their candidates do in 
classrooms, and what the candidates’ students learn.  

…much of what is believed about 
the quality of teacher certification 
programs, in general, is not 
supported by evidence. 

 As the practice white paper notes, much of what is believed about the quality of teacher 
certification programs, in general, is not supported by evidence. It also notes that both supporters 
and critics of AC base their opinions on a very thin research foundation. Therefore, further 
research is needed.  

A research agenda for science teacher education 

 The wide variety among alternative and traditional programs means that little can be 
learned with comparative studies. However, the research group was able to identify three 
“divides” in teacher education that can be highlighted for research purposes: 
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 The divide that separates programs that have as their primary purpose teacher licensure 
from those that have as their primary purpose the education of teachers; 

 The divide that separates science teacher education from the education of other teachers; 
and 

 The divide that separates preservice and in-service teacher education. 

 The first divide distinguishes between the programs that exist solely to help candidates 
meet the state minimum requirements, while the latter help teacher candidates to develop the 
knowledge, skills, judgment and wisdom for teaching. The challenge is to design programs that 
have the benefits associated with credentialing programs yet prepare teachers to be effective 
science educators.  

The second divide highlights the knowledge and skills that are particular to the teaching 
of science. It also focuses on the difference between the content knowledge of school science and 
the content knowledge of the academic disciplines as practiced by scientists and presented to 
college students (Hill & Ball, 2004; Stengel, 1997). The third divide, between preservice and in-
service teacher education, has blurred as more and more novice teachers are already employed as 
teachers as they do their initial teacher education. Hence we see the distinction between novice 
and expert as being more fruitful than that between pre- and in-service. 

 These divides suggest that we need insight into  

 what kinds of learning opportunities support diverse learners’ science engagement and 
understanding,  

 what science teachers need to learn in order to provide such opportunities for their 
students, and  

 what kinds of experiences teachers need to learn what they need. 

That is, if we want science teacher education to be research-based, then we need to have 
evidence that what, and how, we teach teachers benefits their students in meaningful ways. The 
research white paper argues that this research agenda requires mutually reinforcing activity on 
three fronts – conceptual, methodological, and empirical (see Figure 1).   

 
 
Figure 1: Conceptual, methodological, and empirical fronts of research on science teacher 
learning. 
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 If teacher education programs are to have the qualities identified in the practice white 
paper, then there is a need for conceptual clarity about what and how science teachers must learn. 
Ongoing discussions about defining, and refining, research interests in useful ways for science 
teacher education would be a helpful step towards greater conceptual congruence. Rigorous 
research not only requires conceptual clarity but methodological support as well. In particular, 
there is a strong need for robust tools for measuring teacher change over time. Finally, we need 
to develop empirical warrants for our science teacher education practices. Without them, we 
cannot assume that our vision of science education reform “works” unless there is evidence 
necessary to back up claims. 

 The research white paper concludes with a list of questions proposed by STEM-ACT 
research participants. They include. 

 What science content and in what form do 
science teachers need to know? 

 How do we bridge traditional separations of 
preservice and in-service teacher education to 
create a professional continuum of science 
teacher education that includes the induction 
phase? 

 How do diverse teachers acquire the beliefs, 
knowledge and skills across a variety of 
educational settings and opportunities? 

 Who are the science teacher candidates? How 
do age, race, ethnicity, and gender; prior 
experience; science knowledge; and context and societal influences relate to candidates’ 
learning to be science teachers? 

 How do we transform credentialing programs into research-informed educational 
programs? 

Conclusion 
 There were several expected outcomes of the STEM-ACT conference. One was that it 
would explore what is known about the alternative preparation of science teachers and identify 
the agenda for future research. The second was that by bringing together experts in science 
education, teacher education, and educational policy with educational administrators and policy 
makers it would help to shape the dialog on alternative and traditional certification programs. In 
addition, by asking salient questions about the alternative certification of science teachers, the 
conference would change the unit of analysis from all teachers to teachers of science. This in 
turn would open up for inquiry the importance of the large body of research on the teaching and 
learning of science on the preparation of science teachers, and insert it into policy discussions 
about how best to incorporate this knowledge into the training and certification of science 
teachers. The third was that it would impact the development, implementation and evaluation of 
AC programs for science teachers that would help meet the national demand for more science 
teachers who know and can use the knowledge generated through science education research. 
With the publication and dissemination of the white papers, the hoped for national conversation 
can begin to shape the research and development of science teacher certification programs. 
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Policy Section 

Introduction 

The University of Massachusetts (UMass) STEM Education Institute and the UMass School 
of Education hosted a National Science Foundation funded conference called STEM ACT in 
Arlington, VA on May 5-7, 2006. The focus was on what we know and what we need to know 
about alternative certification programs for science teachers. By limiting the discussion to 
science teachers, we could explore the issues that are specific to this subject area. The goal was 
to frame a research agenda while providing useful advice in the form of relatively short “white 
papers” to the academic research, policy maker, and provider communities; the second of these is 
the audience addressed in this document. The Appendix lists the papers presented in the policy 
thread. 

Alternative teacher certification has become one of the most significant contemporary 
educational policy issues across America and a favored policy response of the U.S. Department 
of Education to the dual demands of improving teacher quality and increasing teacher supply. 
The U.S. Secretary of Education’s Third Annual Report on Teacher Quality (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2005) promotes alternative certification, and the federal No Child Left Behind Act 
includes participants in alternative certification programs in its definition of “highly qualified” 
teachers. The importance placed on alternative certification by policy-makers is evidenced by the 
fact that substantial increases in investment in alternative certification programs have occurred 
even when overall educational expenditures at the 
state and federal levels have been declining (Guarino, 
Stantibanez, Daley & Brewer, 2004). Nevertheless, 
the rapid growth of alternative certification has not 
been systematic and has generated a great deal of 
debate about what exactly is alternative teacher 
certification and how effective the various types of 
teacher training programs are in providing greater 
quantities and higher quality teachers for America’s 
classrooms (Dixon & Ishler, 1992; Feistritzer & 
Chester, 2002; Huling-Austin, 1986; Roth, 1986). 
Much of the existing literature on alternative certification programs is in the policy domain and 
has looked broadly at teachers and teacher education, without a subject matter focus. This is 
problematic because one of the main issues currently being debated is the importance of subject 
matter knowledge and literacy skills compared to pedagogical and pedagogical content 
knowledge (Allen, 2003; Darling- Hammond & Youngs, 2002). Therefore, the purpose of this 
paper is to explore policy issues related to alternative certification for science teachers.   

The focus on science teachers is particularly significant given the ever increasing importance 
of science in daily life throughout our society and the world, the intensification of global 
competition in science, and deepening concerns about the ability of the United States to produce
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highly skilled scientists. These points drive the recent report entitled “Rising Above the 
Gathering Storm” (2005), in which it is noted (p. 5): 

In a world where advanced knowledge is widespread and low-cost labor is 
readily available, U.S. advantages in the marketplace and in science and 
technology have begun to erode. A comprehensive and coordinated federal 
effort is urgently needed to bolster U.S. competitiveness and pre-eminence in 
these areas. 

This congressionally requested report made four recommendations, including: “[a]nnually 
recruit[ing] 100,000 science and mathematics teachers …, thereby educating 10 million minds.” 
(p. 5). Clearly, science teacher supply and demand is a timely topic of great importance, not only 
within education, but for American society as a whole.  

A survey of urban school districts indicated that 95% of responding urban school districts 
had an immediate demand for high school science and mathematics teachers. Eighty percent 
reported a need for middle school science and mathematics teachers (Urban Teacher 
Collaborative, 2000). Lawrenz, Appleton, Bequette, Ooms, & Wassenberg (2006) note that 
recent studies (Ingersoll, 1999; 2003) show that 56% of secondary students in physical science 
are being taught by teachers without a major or minor in physical science, and 27% of students in 
mathematics are being taught by teachers lacking even a minor in mathematics. Furthermore, the 
authors cite that students in high-poverty schools are 77% more likely to be taught by an 
out-of-field teacher. Clearly, fields such as science and math require high levels of attention as 
we strive to improve the teaching corps in American schools. 

Given this policy context, this paper focuses on identifying key policy issues and strategies 
related to better understanding and improving the alternative certification of science teachers. 
The paper starts with the definition and scope of alternative certification in general, and then 
addresses current contextual issues related to the supply and demand of science teachers 
respectively. The paper concludes that alternative certification policy makers need to be better 
informed of empirical evidence based on systematic documentation so as to address more 
effectively the issues relating to both teacher supply and demand. 

It is also clear that much more research is needed on teacher preparation programs of all kinds to 
better define policy issues. Conference keynote speaker Ken Zeichner stressed the difficulty of 
conducting meaningful work in this field, and concluded that most of the existing literature 
focused on surface characteristics and not deeper issues (Zeichner, 2006).   

1. Defining the Nature and Scope of Alternative Certification 

“Traditional” teacher certification refers to public school teaching credentials acquired by 
completing a state-approved program at an institution of higher 
education. “Alternative” teacher certification may be generally 
defined as any significant departure from the regular/traditional 
undergraduate route through teacher education programs in 
universities and colleges (Oliver & McKibbin, 1985, Mitchell 2006). 

Blurring of the lines 
between alternative 
and traditional routes 
seems likely to 
increase.

                                                                                                                                                   9
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Based on a state-by-state analysis of alternative certification programs, Feistritzer and Chester 
summarize the definition of the term “alternative teacher certification” as follows: 

[The term] historically has been used to refer to every avenue to becoming licensed to 
teach, from emergency certification to very sophisticated and well-designed programs 
that address the professional preparation needs of the growing population of individuals 
who already have at least a bachelor’s degree and considerable life experience and want 
to become teachers (Feistritzer & Chester, 2002, p. 3). 

Alternative certification programs typically offer qualified teacher candidates a streamlined 
preparation program that places them in the classroom as the teacher of record more quickly than 
traditional university-based programs. Furthermore, while traditional programs are generally 
structured around coursework and a culminating student teaching experience, many university 
programs are increasingly integrating coursework and student teaching. This blurring of the lines 
between alternative and traditional routes seems likely to increase. 

A review of literature shows that there is a myriad of alternative teacher certification 
programs across the states with variations regarding program objectives, duration, content, 
training approaches, characteristics of teacher candidates, and certainly program effectiveness. 
For example, some alternative programs are traditional teacher education programs in a different 
package delivered at night for working adults; others are college-based programs for teachers 
hired with emergency certificates to complete a certain amount of coursework; still others are 
“fast-track” programs providing accelerated entry for prospective teachers to move through the 
basic curriculum and quickly begin classroom teaching (Feistritzer & Chester, 2002; 
Huling-Austin, 1986). 

There are various forms of alternative teacher certification programs at national, state, and 
local levels, although prospective teachers have to meet the specific certification requirements of 
the particular state. National programs focus on preparing particular types of candidates for 
teaching, such as recent, high-achieving college graduates (e.g., Teach for America) or retiring 
military personnel (Troops to Teachers). State programs, such as the Massachusetts Institute for 
New Teachers (MINT), typically focus on statewide shortages as well as building a diverse pool 
of candidates. District-run programs tend to focus on specific shortages, often in urban areas (e.g., 
Los Angeles Unified School District’s alternate route). 

There are also alternative teacher certification 
programs designed for substantially different 
populations of candidates from those of traditional 
teacher preparation programs (Huling-Austin, 1986).  
Examples include career switchers (e.g., the teacher 
education program at Bank Street College of 
Education), paraprofessionals becoming teachers (e.g., 
programs for paraprofessionals in SREB states), and 
new college graduates entering teaching after 
graduation (e.g., Attracting Excellence to Teaching in 
Massachusetts). Most of these programs are designed 

for candidates who already have a bachelor’s degree and are employed as teachers while earning
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Debates about the meaning and 
definition of alternative certification 
are not merely over semantics; they 
reflect competing ideological beliefs, 
pedagogical implications, and political 
agendas. 

a regular teaching license by completing the program. It is claimed that alternative teacher 
certification programs serve candidates “who will most likely be placed in teaching positions that 
are difficult-to-staff for any of a variety of reasons” 
(Huling-Austin, 1986, p. 52).  

Although Feistritzer and Chester (2002) contributed 
a comprehensive working definition, the term 
“alternative certification” itself is inherently problematic. 
Roth (1986) distinguishes between “alternate” and 
“alternative” route programs, with the former defined as 
a program for an individual with a bachelor’s degree 
“only if fully certified personnel are not available”, while the latter indicates a “choice” that a 
school district makes of “hiring an individual who is fully certified or hiring an individual 
without teacher preparation” (p. 1). While Roth’s semantic distinction has policy implications, 
Dixon and Ishler (1992) delve into the differentiation between “alternative routes to 
certification” and “alternatives to certification” and the underlying beliefs about the role of 
pedagogy in teacher education. They posit that “alternative routes to certification” recognizes the 
need of providing non-traditional educational opportunities for culturally diverse students to be 
pedagogically prepared, while “alternatives to certification” indicates that teaching is an innate 
ability and pedagogy is just classroom survival tools (Zhao, 2005).  

Debates about the meaning and definition of alternative certification are not merely over 
semantics; they reflect competing ideological beliefs, pedagogical implications, and political 
agendas. As Hawley (1990) stated, alternative certification is “evidence of the relative political 
strength of the opponents and proponents of the art and craft view of teaching and the intensity 
which these parties bring to the debate” (p. 5). What should be added to this comment or made 
more explicit is that alternative teacher certification is also evidence of where the opponents and 
proponents stand in the context of a multicultural, unevenly distributed student population, with 
diverse needs and wants, that a generic engineering process of teacher preparation is not able to 
meet (Zhao, 2005). In his review of current and future trends in alternative certification, 
Fenstermacher concludes with a prescient observation: 

Given that both traditional teacher education and alternative certification have 
some distance to travel in meeting the profound ends of teacher education, there 
may be value in ceasing to think of them as oppositional to one another. Perhaps 
the best course of action lies in blending these ideas, wherein in the benefits of 
being close to practice are maintained, but so are the advantages of reflective and 
critical approaches to pedagogy. This blending of the best from both approaches 
to teacher preparation would require new models of teacher education. The 
invention and implementation of such models may be one of the lasting benefits 
of alternative certification’s challenge to traditional teacher education 
(Fenstermacher, 1990, p. 182). 

As discussed above, the complexity of the alternative teacher certification phenomenon is far 
beyond the structural characteristics of the programs, such as duration, participants, training 
approaches, and programs goals, and reveals the fact that “alternative certification” carries 
different meaning to different people.  
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Apart from the debates regarding the definitions and legitimacy of alternative teacher 
certification, many have suggested that the increase of alternative certification has occurred in 
order to increase the supply of qualified teachers to meet projected demands for teachers (e.g., 
Hayes, 2006; Hussar & Gerald, 1998; Shen, 1997). The goal has been not only to increase the 
numbers of new entrants into the teaching profession, particularly in hard to staff subjects and 
schools, but also to develop new teachers that are more likely to remain in their chosen 
profession and at the schools in which they were initially hired (Guarino et al., 2004). Thus, 
alternative teacher certification is an issue with many sides centering upon the supply and 
demand of high quality teachers.  

 
Some proponents of alternative certification programs have argued that they are likely to 

attract a more diverse population. However, in at least one study, it was found that these 
programs have the same difficulty attracting significant numbers of women and people of color 
into STEM teaching. Women who do choose STEM teaching careers are more likely to be found 
in biology than in any other specialization. People of color continue to be underrepresented in 
STEM specializations, except Asian-Americans who comprise a greater proportion of math 
teachers than would be otherwise expected (Chin, 2006).  

 
A question facing AC programs is evaluating the content knowledge of its candidates. One 

way to assess this is with the state teacher tests. However, in a study of AC candidates at the 
University of North Texas, the level of the candidate’s content area coursework, grade point 
average, and the time elapsed since the last upper-level content area course were not statistically 
significant predictors of success on the Texas Examinations. One reason for this is the mismatch 
between college science course contents and the material tested by the exams. A further concern 
is the failure of the tests to provide any measure of pedagogical content knowledge (Harrell, 
2006).  

 

… teacher 
shortages are 
distributed 
unevenly 
depending on 
localities and 
specialties…

Much of the controversy around alternative certification is about the effectiveness of such 
programs in producing teachers who can improve student performance. This has been addressed 
in a large scale study in New York City of participants in two selective AC programs, Teaching 
Fellows and Teach for America, and graduates of conventional teacher education programs. It 
finds that in some instances the Fellows and TFA members produce higher student achievement 
gains than the temporary license teachers they replace, but more typically, alternate route 
teachers are no worse than these teachers in their classroom results. When compared to teacher 
education graduates, the AC teachers often provide smaller gains in student achievement, at least 
initially. Many of these differences are not large in magnitude, typically about 2 to 5 percent of a 
standard deviation, and the variation in effectiveness within pathways is far greater than the 
average differences between pathways (Boyd, 2006). 

 
It should be noted that the issues relating to alternative certification 

are not solely an American concern. Similar questions are being 
addressed, for example, in Canada (Vázquez-Abad, 2006) and in 
Australia (Harrison, 2006). 
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2. The Supply Side of (Alternative) Teacher Certification 

 A “qualified” teacher in the United States typically is defined as an individual who holds a 
bachelor’s degree in education. The label can also refer to someone “who has gone through a 
college education program approved by the state department of education which has the 
authority to then confer a license to teach” (Feistritzer & Chester, 2002, p. 10). Based on the 
latter definition, only a third of fully qualified teachers nationwide are actually teaching the 
following year. Meanwhile, some 20 percent of all new hires leave the profession within three 
years, and in urban districts, nearly 50 percent of new teachers leave the profession within the 
first five years (National Education Association, 2002, 2003). Seventy-five percent of current 
teachers have a bachelor’s degree in education, and the rest have a bachelor’s degree in a field 
other than education (Feistritzer & Chester, 2002).  
 
 The projected shortage of qualified teachers is based on student enrollment increases, 
increased retirements of teachers, teacher attrition, and class size reduction (Feistritzer & Chester, 
2002). However, researchers agree that severe nationwide shortages of teachers exist today in 
specific subjects and in regions that are considered less desirable for working and living. 
Therefore, teacher shortages are viewed in part as an issue of distribution rather than production 
(e.g., Darling-Hammond, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c; Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003; 
McDiarmid, Larson, & Hill, 2002, Ingersoll, 2001, 2003; Feistritzer & Chester, 2002). In other 
words, teacher supply/shortage is a context-specific issue. Teacher shortages are distributed 
unevenly and depend on geographic and subject areas (www.recruitingteachers.org). It is 
particularly acute in urban and rural communities. It is also acute for high-need subject areas 
such as mathematics and science, English as a second language, bilingual education, and special 
education, as well as for teachers of color and male teachers in some subject areas. There is some 
overlap of geography and subject as well. “In 1993-1994 only 8% of public school teachers in 
wealthier schools taught without a major or minor in their main academic assignment — 
compared with fully a third of teachers in high-poverty schools” (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 
2003, p. 17). Hard-to-staff schools actually experience shortages even in specialties with a 
surplus of licensed teachers, such as English (McDiarmid, et al., 2002).  

Based on data drawn from the two most recent cycles of the Teacher Followup Survey 
(1994-95 and 2000-01), Ingersoll (2003) unpacked the teacher shortage and used the term 
“teacher turnover”, which includes both teacher attrition and teacher migration. Teacher attrition 
refers to teachers leaving the profession altogether (the leavers); teacher migration refers to 
teachers transferring or moving to different teaching jobs in other schools (the movers). Studies 
on teacher shortage usually focus on teacher attrition assuming that teacher migration does not 
affect overall teacher supply. Nevertheless, it is a serious problem for certain types of schools to 
find qualified teachers. Thus both teacher attrition and teacher migration are the contributing 
factors to uneven distribution of teachers, and they are the major reasons for increased demand 
for teachers, rather than student enrollment and teacher retirement, which only accounts for 13% 
of total turnover, and 25% of leavers (Ingersoll, 2003, p. 3). The math/science teacher shortage 
serves as an example.  

Although more new teachers are produced than needed, there is a shortage of mathematics 
and science teachers (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003; Ingersoll, 2003). The turnover rate for 
math/science teachers is higher than that for teachers in a number of other fields, but the reasons 
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why they depart from their teaching jobs, according to Ingersoll (2003), do not greatly differ 
from other teachers. “A large proportion indicate they depart for personal reasons (34% of 
migration and 44% of attrition). A large proportion also report they depart either because they are 
dissatisfied with their jobs or to seek better jobs or other career opportunities (40% of 
math/science teachers and 29% of all teachers)” (p.6). For every kind of community, reasons for 
both teacher migration and attrition include low salaries, student discipline problems, little 
support for new teachers, and little faculty input into school decision making. Schools with these 
characteristics tend to lose teachers to schools without these problems (Ingersoll, 2003). There 
are certain factors that policy changes cannot impact, such as teacher departure because of 
personal reasons, but how can alternative teacher certification address problems such as low 
salaries and inadequate new teacher school support which exist in schools with high turnover? 

The key policy issues regarding the supply of alternatively trained science teachers revolve 
around the question: What factors influence the attractiveness of science and math teaching to 
potential workforce entrants? Policy-makers need to consider how a range of variables 
influences the supply of teachers. More specifically, in line with the purpose of this paper, 
policy-makers need to be aware of the factors associated with ensuring that the millions of 
dollars being invested in alternative certification are efficiently and effectively increasing the 
teacher supply, particularly in high need areas such as science. Moreover, given the diverse 
range of programs that fall under the rubric of alternative certification, policy-makers should 
consider which types of programmatic features are related to different categories of factors that 
are likely to influence supply. 

A synthesis of much of the literature cited above suggests the supply of teachers is dependent 
upon four broad categories of variables: 

 Training 
 Licensure Testing Requirements 
 Income & Compensation 
 Working Conditions 

Each of these categories can be conceptualized as representing different points in the supply 
pipeline – traditional and alternative – through which the supply of teachers is produced 
throughout the country. Training is typically the first segment of that pipeline as prospective 
teachers are trained and socialized as preparation for entering the professional role. Licensure 
testing requirements follow training, as an assessment of how well prepared potential teachers 
are as a result of the training. Income and compensation are key factors in both recruitment and 
retention, while working conditions have been shown to be a key influence on teacher retention 
(Guarino et al., 2004). It is worth noting that there is little empirical evidence on the influence of 
these factors on science teacher supply. 

Each of these factors can be broken down into sub-categories that should be taken into 
consideration by policy-makers as they make decisions about the issues that must be addressed to 
promote an increased supply of science teachers. Within the category of “Training”, issues such 
as pre-requisites (e.g. content knowledge, previous experience, contextual congruence), length 
(number of courses, years, etc.), cost (including foregone earnings and opportunity costs), 
difficulty of requirements and value or quality (perceived benefit in relation to cost) are all 
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potentially important sources of influence. Similarly, licensure testing requirements vary in terms 
of cost (exams, applications, etc.) and level of difficulty (which tends to vary greatly by state). 
Income/compensation can be quite complex. Various aspects of income compensation include 
entry salary, future earnings, salary increments gained through experience, salary increments 
gained through career advancement opportunities (e.g. master teacher, head of department, etc.) 
and retirement. The list of potentially influential working conditions is quite long and includes: 

 Number of Preps 
“The sheer size of the 
teaching force combined with 
the relatively high annual 
turnover of the teaching 
occupation means that there 
are relatively large flows in, 
through, and out of schools 
each year” 
 

 Supplies and Equipment 
 Curriculum Resources 
 Student Behavior 
 Parental/Community Support 
 Balance of Autonomy and Collegiality 
 Administrative Support 
 Mentoring, Induction Programs (etc.)  
 Class Size 
 Schedule Flexibility 
 Intrinsic Rewards 
 Professional Prestige 
 Community-to-community and state-to-state differentials 

Teaching represents 4% of the entire nationwide civilian workforce, and has a relatively 
higher turnover rate than other occupations. “The sheer size of the teaching force combined with 
the relatively high annual turnover of the teaching occupation means that there are relatively 
large flows in, through, and out of schools each year” (Ingersoll, 2003, p. 3). The instability of 
staffing, which does not apply to all schools and districts, not only causes problems for school 
administration, but also affects student learning. Teacher turnover, the driving force for demand 
for new teachers, indicates that generic teacher recruitment policies and strategies alone, in 
certain schools and districts, will not solve their school staffing problems without the issue of 
teacher retention adequately addressed in a context-sensitive way. Thus the conclusion seems to 
be that the core of the problem is not exclusively teacher supply/shortage, but includes the other 
side of the coin – teacher demand. 

3. The Demand Side of (Alternative) Teacher Certification 

Teacher shortages occur in a labor market when demand is greater than supply. This can be 
the result of either increases in demand or decreases in supply or both. The extent to which the 
demand for teachers is either unmet or exceeded generally determines the motivation for changes 
in policy. Guarino et al. (2004) have developed a conceptual framework that is helpful for 
thinking about the policy context of alternative certification of science teachers as a particular 
type of labor market. Their conceptual framework defines the demand for teachers as “the 
number of teaching positions offered at a given level of overall compensation” and the supply of 
teachers “as the number of qualified individuals willing to teach at a given level of overall 
compensation” (p. 174). The authors further note that overall compensation includes not just 
salaries and benefits, but also other types of intrinsic rewards such as working conditions and 
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personal satisfaction. Therefore, the types of compensation “packages” available in any school or 
district will determine how many teachers can be employed and how many qualified teachers 
will be willing to be employed in each setting. When elaborating on teacher turnover as a 
context-specific phenomenon, Ingersoll (2003) noted that schools across the country with 
significantly lower levels of teacher turnover bear the reverse characteristics of those that tend to 
lose teachers. That is, schools with good support from the school administration for new teachers, 
such as induction and mentoring programs, with higher salaries, fewer student discipline 
problems, and enhanced faculty input into school decision-making, have higher teacher retention 
rate.  

This part of the report is intended to explore why and where these strategies and conditions 
for teacher recruitment and retention are not a reality. Sources of influence on science teacher 
demand include: 

 Accountability Systems 
 Resource Allocation 
 Screening and Selection 
 Career-changer Bias 
 Retention 

Accountability systems are the flip side of license testing requirements; except, rather than 
focusing on the standards set for individual teachers to meet, the focus is on the ways in which 
teachers and schools can demonstrate that they are providing quality education for students. 
Particularly for science teachers, the difficulty of entry standards and the rigidity of 
subject-specific certification requirements are potentially significant policies that may dampen 
incentive in order to ensure quality. 

Resource allocation also influences teacher demand. At the macro-level, the funding 
available through federal and state support plays an essential role in defining the demand for 
teachers at district and school levels. Local property values also affect demand, since in most 
cases that determines the ability of communities to support their schools. The choices made by 
district and school leaders about how best to spend resources – for example, on recruitment and 
retention, and the number of science and math teaching positions – are some of the most 
powerful sources of influence on teacher demand. 

Screening and selection overlap with the first two categories. The resources allocated to 
screening and selection processes are important to consider. Also, it is likely that higher entry 

standards will reduce the quantity of available 
teachers. 

These strategies and conditions indicate a 
policy “trade off” for alternative certification, in 
which one type of emphasis (e.g. alternative 
certification as an incentive to attract individuals 
who might not otherwise pursue teaching as a 
career) may be negated or curtailed by another 
initiative (e.g., higher standards to ensure higher 
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quality teachers by eliminating those who are, or appear to be, less qualified). In other words, 
incentive policies represent attempts to increase the quantity of teachers necessary to meet 
demand. Policies of standards are designed to increase the quality of teachers, but may have a 
negative effect on quantity.   

This “incentives vs. standards” dilemma is not atypical in the paradoxical world of public 
policy. It is likely that alternative certification also creates tensions around short-term versus 
long-term effects. Incentive policies may generate larger pools of entering teachers in the 
short-term, but may also create a long-term retention problem once the allure of initial incentives 
is replaced by the realities of teaching in under-resourced public schools. Conversely, standards 
may eliminate candidates early in the pipeline, but may promote better retention by promoting 
higher levels of preparation. These are empirical questions for policy analysts that should be 
addressed in future studies. Examination of such questions and paradoxes is particularly 
important in a policy environment in which limited resources have been (and will be) available 
to serve multiple and sometimes competing needs within the American education system. 

In addition to the sources of influence listed above, a less obvious one is the context for 
career-changers. This is particularly germane to alternative certification policy as districts and 
schools make choices about the use of such policies to recruit career-changers and there is 
documentation that many career-changers face in-school biases against them (Churchill, Berger, 
Brooks, Effrat, Griffin, Magouirk-Colbert, McDermott, Sharick & Shaheen, 2002). 

Collectively, all of these sources of influence can affect retention: in the profession, in the 
school, and in high need districts. While retirement plays a role, Ingersoll (2003) and others have 
demonstrated that competition for talent within the education systems and competing 
opportunities outside of education contribute greatly to teacher turnover; particularly in high 
need districts and for individuals with science backgrounds who are likely to have attractive 
career opportunities outside of teaching.  

Conclusion 

Alternative certification has arisen as a policy response to concerns about supply and 
demand imbalances in the teacher labor market; this is particularly true for science teachers. Yet, 
there is little empirical research documenting the specific effects of potential sources of influence 
on individuals’ decisions to join this labor market as science teachers, nor has there been much 
data systematically gathered about the ways in which demand for science teachers is constructed 
at national, state and local levels. A better research base to inform policy-makers is clearly 
needed. This is particularly true at a time when the need for science teachers is so great and at a 
time when greater amounts of resources are being devoted to alternative teacher certification. 
Moreover, the diversity of alternative certification programs has been demonstrated to attract a 
wider variety of individuals (e.g. career changers) into the profession. However, it is not clear 
which, if any, of these programs are more attractive for science teachers and which, if any, of 
these programs prepare science teachers well enough to increase the likelihood that they will be 
well grounded in content-specific knowledge and persist as science teachers. These are important 
questions that policy-makers should be seeking answers to through research as we strive to 
improve the practice of teaching science through more and better qualified teachers. 
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Introduction 

The University of Massachusetts (UMass) STEM Education Institute and the UMass 
School of Education hosted a National Science Foundation funded conference called STEM 
ACT in Arlington, VA on May 5-7, 2006. The focus was on what we know and what we need 
to know about alternative certification programs for science teachers. By limiting the 
discussion to science teachers, we could explore the issues that are specific to this subject 
area. The goal was to frame a research agenda while providing useful advice in the form of 
relatively short “white papers” to the academic research, policy maker, and provider 
communities; the last of these is the audience addressed in this document.  

This white paper starts with a summary of issues presented at the conference with 
reference to practice in alternative certification for science teachers. This is followed by what 
we know so far about effective alternative certification programs, and what we still need to 
know through future rigorous research on alternative certification for science teachers. This 
paper also provides guidelines for assessment of alternative certification programs for science 
teachers. 

A list of all the papers presented in the practice thread appears in the Appendix. 

 

1. Summary of issues presented 

The presenters at the conference discussed extensively issues related to 1) the definition 
of alternative certification (AC) programs, 2) the partnership characteristic of AC programs, 
and 3) AC teacher training practices. All these issues relate to AC teacher preparation in 
general and to AC science teacher preparation in particular. They are discussed respectively 
in the following sections.      

1.1 Definition of alternative certification 

One theme that came up repeatedly in the conference is that “alternative certification” is, 
at best, a poorly defined concept. To some, AC programs refer to those designed to respond to 
teacher shortages by putting career-changers and others into classrooms more quickly than 
“traditional” teacher education programs. Others use this designation for anything other than 
a four year undergraduate certification program. Antoinette Mitchell, of the National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) (2006, p. 1) states:  

These programs range from 5th year programs for students without education 
backgrounds, to programs especially designed for career-switchers, to programs 
designed for specific sectors of the community such as military personnel and 
para-professionals. 

The participants at the conference acknowledge that the “range” of the AC programs in 
existence is in response to the diverse training needs of prospective teachers. For example, 
Hayes (2006, p.9) posits: 

There’s been a dramatic shift in the profile of people studying to be teachers 
through alternative routes. There are greater numbers of older, life-experienced 
people wanting to enter the teacher profession when compared with traditional 
preparation models. A higher percentage of these mid-career switchers are male 
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… every alternative route to 
teacher certification is, in 
fact, a collaboration among 
the state licensing authority, 
institutions of higher 
education and local school 
districts.  
 

and/or are minorities interested in teaching in high-demand areas of the country 
in positions generally not sought by young, white females coming out of 
traditional schools of education. 

Hence, the consensus at the conference was that there needs to 
be a continuum of teacher preparation and support programs to 
serve the varied needs of schools and of pre-service and 
in-service science teachers. Although there are concerns about 
sacrificing teacher preparation quality for meeting the science 
teacher demand, Mitchell (2006) notes that NCATE holds 
alternative certification programs to the same standards 
required of all programs in NCATE-accredited institutions as a 
way of making institutions programs accountable for the 
quality of their programs and for the quality of the educators they prepare.  

Despite the proliferation of various AC programs to meet the challenge of science teacher 
shortages, partnership of AC programs, as a unifying organizational feature, was an issue 
addressed at the conference.    

1.2 Partnership characteristic of AC programs 

Alternative certification programs exist in a range of circumstances with various designs, 
admission criteria, program duration, amount of supervision, type of license or certification, 
course preparation, field experience and support. However, in spite of these differences, a 
unifying thread among alternative delivery models is that every alternative route to teacher 
certification is, in fact, a collaboration among the state licensing authority, institutions of 
higher education and local school districts.  

There are primary and ancillary participants in a partnership for AC teacher preparation. 
Primary participants include the hiring school district or districts and the agent responsible 
for recommendation for certification. This recommending agent may be a university, a 
service center, or a district working directly with the state. Ancillary partners may include 
special interest groups such as industry or corporations, as with the Raytheon Teaching 
Fellows program (Hayes, 2006); military, as with Troops to Teachers; or organizations such 
as the National Science Foundation (NSF) or Department of Education (DOE) that provide 
grant funding with prescribed outcomes. With the increased demand for teachers to satisfy 
specific needs, innovation and collaboration have led to the development of creative 
partnerships.   

Most of the AC programs presented at the conference are built upon solid partnerships as 
an integral support component in the preparation process. Indeed, research indicates that 
teacher candidates working in alternative licensure programs with strong district – university 
partnerships perform better and stay in the profession longer (retrieved from 
http://www.teach-now.org/overview.cfm). Thus, the establishment of strong partnerships 
seems to be a critical element of an effective alternative program. After all, a partnership 
provides the structure for science teacher preparation. The training process of prospective 
teachers determines not only the quality of AC programs but also the retention of the teachers 
trained. 
1.3 AC teacher training practices 

The variety of AC programs is associated with the plethora of AC teacher training 
practices that were presented at the conference. From selection and recruiting of AC teacher 
candidates, to meeting their diverse needs through AC course design, to providing mentoring 
support during the training process and/or as part of new AC teacher induction, a wide range 
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of approaches have been adopted to attain the goals of the respective AC science teacher 
training programs.    

1.3.1 Selection and Recruiting 

Selecting and recruiting candidates for AC programs varies greatly, reflecting the 
diversity of these programs. Most programs require at least a bachelor’s degree, and have 
some sort of screening process, which may include components such as tests, interviews, 

evidence of content mastery, or a brief demonstration 
lesson. Many programs presented at the conference are 
highly selective, as is the case for the New York City 
Teaching Fellows Program (Boyd, Grossman, 
Lankford, Loeb & Wyckoff, 2005) and for the Wichita 
Area Teachers in Transition and Raytheon Teaching 
Fellows (Hayes, 2006). Humphrey, Wechsler and 
Hough (2006) have observed that “most alternative 
certification programs bet on education background, 
work experience, previous classroom experience, or 
some combination of the three” (p.4). There are, 

however, programs with relatively little selectivity. An example is the George Mason 
University effort to support provisionally licensed teachers already in Washington, D.C. area 
classrooms. (Sterling, Frazier, Logerwell & Kitsantas, 2006).  

Recruiting practices also vary widely, depending on the character of the program. For 
instance, the large Texas A&M system (Harper & Edwards, 2006) reports that “recruitment 
practices which seem to be the most effective are scholarships, attending and hosting career 
fairs and recruiting in graduate programs” (p. 3). 

At the University of Texas, which has a program designed for undergraduates, Marder 
notes (2006, p.5), 

All students in the College of Natural Sciences are recruited to join UTeach; they 
receive a letter about it upon admission, hear about it during orientation, and receive 
additional invitations during mailings each year, from presentations before students 
groups, and from newspaper and television 
reports. 

Teach for America sends representatives to large 
numbers of campuses, focusing on students from 
selective institutions and selecting only a small fraction 
of the applicants. The NYC Teaching Fellows program 
targets mid-career professionals as well as recent 
college graduates. The Troops to Teachers program 
provides information and support to retiring military 
personnel, with offices in 32 states. 

There was the consensus among the participants at 
the conference that selecting and recruiting the right 
candidates for admission to a particular program is important for the program’s success, 
because “investing resources in candidates unlikely to succeed is a lose-lose situation for 
programs and districts” (Hayes, 2006, p.10). After the selection and recruitment of teacher 
candidates based on different selection criteria of different programs (Humphrey, Wechsler & 
Hough, 2006), the delivery of AC programs is another step to achieve a win-win situation for 
both the program partners and the teacher candidates themselves.  

All of the teachers need 
practical knowledge about 
navigating the current school 
environment such as 
information about legal and 
ethical responsibilities, 
teaching to diverse 
populations, inclusion issues, 
and classroom management. 
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1.3.2 Responsiveness to AC participants’ needs 

The presenters at the 2006 STEM-ACT conference identified four types of students who 
participate in alternative certification.  

 Group I candidates are undergraduate students attending a traditional university in 
which there is no traditional certification program, for example, at the University of 
Texas at Austin (Marder, 2006) and at New Mexico Tech (Austin, 2006).  

 Group II candidates are recent graduates who have decided to become teachers.  

 Group III candidates who seek alternative licensure are working professionals who 
decide to switch careers or retired military personnel.  

 Group IV candidates are teaching out-of-field and need to take one or more courses in 
order to become highly qualified for their current appointment. 

Candidates in each of these groups have different sets of needs and may have their needs 
met through different avenues. These needs can be grouped into five main categories.  

Need 1: Practical teaching knowledge. All of the teachers need practical knowledge 
about navigating the current school environment such as information about legal and 
ethical responsibilities, teaching to diverse populations, inclusion issues, and classroom 
management. Groups I, II, and III participants have this need met through some form of 
coursework. Additional avenues for meeting this need for groups II and III are through 
induction programs that are associated with the alternative certification program or 
through identifying mentor teachers in the school system who are paid to work with these 
teachers. No mention was made of meeting this need for group IV teachers, perhaps 
because it is assumed these teachers received this knowledge from their initial 
certification or induction program. 

Need 2: Content knowledge. Federal law mandates that teachers must have sufficient 
content knowledge as the major provision of being highly qualified. Content knowledge 
needs are not usually a consideration in design of AC programs for groups I, II, and III. 
Only Group IV primarily needs preparation in content knowledge.  

Need 3: Pedagogical content knowledge. Best practices in the field of science and math 
education indicate that teachers not only need to understand math or science but teach in 
a manner that is consistent with what is known about how people learn math or science, 
and is based on significant insights from recent educational research. All four groups of 
teachers require instruction on content-specific pedagogical practices, and all the AC 
programs reported that they address this need through subject specific methods courses. 
Laboratory safety was cited as a priority issue that is specific to science teachers. They 
must be comfortable dealing with biological materials or chemicals, or they will do little 
or no hands on laboratory work with their students. 

Need 4: Income during program. Many teacher candidates have specific needs with 
regard to financial support and the method and timing of course delivery. Based on 
presentations given by teachers trained through AC programs, fulfilling these needs is 
critical in determining whether members of groups II and III enter the field of teaching.  

Need 5: Non-traditional course delivery. Programs designed for groups II, III, and IV 
consist almost entirely of non-traditional course delivery, such as a summer immersion 
component prior to placement of candidates, multiple summers of course work, evening 
courses, and online, self-paced course delivery.    
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Although both the types of candidates and their educational needs can be categorized and 
summarized fairly succinctly, a shared understanding among the conference participants is 
that there is no easily identified one-to-one correspondence between candidate and needs. 
Therefore, a challenge to AC program designers is characterizing the potential population of 
teacher candidates with regard to their needs, and designing the program that is responsive to 
these needs. A related issue to meeting teacher candidate needs is mentoring support from the 
school district as an AC program partner. 

1.3.3 Mentoring support 

In addition to mentoring support provided to AC teacher candidates while they are in 
training (e.g., Gagne, 2006), it is also becoming a key component of new teacher induction 
(Feiman-Nemser, 1996), depending on the design of the AC programs. Given that most AC 
teacher candidates, i.e., Groups II, III and IV candidates, and new AC teachers generally lack 
education course work and need assistance not only with general pedagogy, but with content 
and science specific pedagogical content knowledge, the presenters (e.g., Britton, 2006; 
Greenwood, Shea & Hickey, 2006) at the conference agreed that mentors involved in AC 
programs need differentiated training from those on traditional certification programs so that 
the mentors are able to address the subject specific needs of these individuals on AC 
programs. Differentiated mentoring training is also important for AC science teacher 
professional socialization when they start to work as full-time teachers, taking into account 
that some AC teachers are career changers. They are “novices in a new and entirely different 
position”, despite their “previous career experience” (Mayotte, 2003, p. 691) which will often 
have included teaching in some context other than K12 schools. There is research evidence 
that career changers’ prior career experiences influence their conceptions and expectations of 
mentoring. When there is consistency between mentor and mentee in the conception of the 
mentor’s role, the mentoring relationship is productive (Koballa, Bradbury, Deaton & Glynn, 
2006).  

In addition to the traditional one year mentoring support, there has been some experience 
with providing mentoring as part of AC teacher on-going professional development spanning 

several years (e.g., Hayes, 2006). Such a structure 
reportedly not only enhances new teachers’ 
perceived self-efficacy, but also provides a 
continuum of professional development for all 
participants (Hayes, 2006).   

An overview of the conference presentations 
on practices in alternative science teacher training 
indicates that an AC program is a synergetic 
endeavor to meet the demand for qualified science 
teachers involving the hiring school district, the 
agent responsible for recommendation for 
certification, and some special interest groups. 

The process of AC teacher training, from selection and recruitment to program delivery and 
mentoring support, has implications for the quality of the AC programs as well as the 
cost-effectiveness of the alternative routes to teacher licensure. With reference to the 
presentations at the conference and existing literature on AC programs, the following section 
presents what we know so far about the characteristics of effective alternative science teacher 
certification programs, thus providing insights into what we still need to know.  

He (Zeichner) cautioned 
against oversimplified views of 
excellence, specifically against 
attempting to connect the surface 
features of teacher education 
programs (e.g., their length) to 
various teacher and student 
outcomes without accounting for 
the characteristics that candidates 
bring to their preparation. 
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2. What we know: Characteristics of effective alternative science teacher certification 
programs 

As noted above, keynote speaker Ken Zeichner (Zeichner, 2006) stressed the limitations 
of the existing research on teacher preparation programs of all kinds, noting that “teaching 
and teacher education are inherently complex and are not reducible to simple prescriptions 
for practice”. He cautioned against oversimplified views of excellence, specifically against:  

Attempting to connect the surface features of teacher education programs 
(e.g., their length) to various teacher and student outcomes without 
accounting for the characteristics that candidates bring to their 
preparation. …. Attempting to define the characteristics of good teacher 
education programs by the mere presence or absence of certain program 
elements without addressing how these elements are defined and used and 
for what purposes.   

In 2006, 48 states and the District of Columbia reported to the National Center for 
Educational Information (NCEI) that they were implementing alternative routes to teacher 
certification, with the most rapid growth occurring since 2000 (retrieved from 
http://www.teach-now.org/overview.cfm). As alternative routes have gained in prominence, 
there has been increased interest in academic research to ascertain the best practices of 
alternative science teacher certification, or the effective program components that contribute 
to the supply and retention of successful AC science teachers.   

With reference to the presentations at the conference and existing literature (e.g., Berry, 
2004; Duhon-Haynes, Augustus, Duhon-Sells, Duhon-Ross and Mitchell, 1996; Feistritzer & 
Chester, 2000; Littleton and Larmer, 1998; Lutz and Hutton, 1989; McKibbon and Ray, 1994; 
NCATE, 2002; Wilson, Floden and Ferrini-Mundy, 2001), common themes that emerge as 
effective alternative certification program characteristics include seven dimensions: 1) 
needs-based design of the program; 2) high entrance standards; 3) intensive training focusing 
on professional expertise; 4) on-site support during training; 5) frequent program evaluation; 
6) high exit standards; and 7) ongoing support of graduates after the program. They are 
elaborated on as follows. 

1) Needs-based design: 

 The program is designed specifically to meet the needs of particular regions, e.g., 
urban and rural areas, and/or subject areas, such as math and science. 

 The program is tailored to meet the specific needs of the participants, e.g., taking into 
account the educational backgrounds and learning styles of older teacher candidates.  

2) High entrance standards:  

 The teacher candidates are screened through a comprehensive process to ensure that 
high quality candidates are accepted to the program, such as passing tests, interviews, 
and demonstrated mastery of content. 

 Candidates with appropriate science or science-related backgrounds are recruited. 

3) Intensive training in professional expertise:  

 The program content includes instructional strategies, classroom management, 
curriculum, student assessment and how to work with the specific age group and 
diverse student population.   

http://www.teach-now.org/overview.cfm
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 The program provides the teacher candidates with sufficient subject conten
pedagogical knowledge and skill training, and 
pedagogical content knowledge. 

 The program provides multicultural and special 
education curricula and experiences related to 
developing and increasing candidate abilities to 
work with students, families, and communities 
from different racial/ethnic and socio-economic 
backgrounds, as well as with students with 
exceptionalities. 

4) Field-based training 

 An organized and comprehensive system of support is available from experienced, 
trained mentors once the candidate begins working in a school.  

 Prospective teachers go through their training in cohorts at school so that they have 
sufficient peer support. 

 Teacher candidates have the opportunity of guided practice in lesson planning and 
teaching prior to taking full responsibility as a teacher.  

5) Frequent and substantial evaluation: A system is in place for continuous monitoring, 
evaluation, and feedback of individual and group performance to allow for program 
adjustment and improvement.  

 All teacher candidates receive frequent and substantial formal and informal evaluation 
of their teaching from well-trained mentors and faculty with strong science education 
backgrounds;   

 Faculty receives continual formal and informal evaluation of their instruction from the 
teacher candidates. 

6) High exit standards tied to state standards for teaching: At the end of the program, teacher 
candidates demonstrate that they have mastered the knowledge, skills, and dispositions 
identified in state standards and can have a positive impact on P-12 student learning. 

7) Ongoing support of graduates after the program. 

 There is a structured, well-supervised induction period when the novice receives 
observation and assistance in the classroom by an experienced teacher.  

 Ongoing professional development and reflection is supported and provided by the 
school and/or the university through seminars and workshops.  

In the case of collaboration of colleges, which historically have been responsible for 
training teachers, with school districts on alternative certification programs, coordination of 
the schools and the colleges is needed to support candidates. 

 Colleges, schools and the teacher candidates have constant communication to ensure 
that teaching theory and practice are effectively integrated to address classroom and 
pedagogical issues. 

 School districts provide the teacher candidates in alternative certification programs 
with a supportive school environment to help them with effective transition to 
teaching. 
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 The program prepares individuals for specific positions in specific schools, and 
should place participants in those positions early in the training.  

An AC program encompassing all these components may be an ideal, but these 
benchmarks provide a frame of reference for an effective AC program. These components are 
not meant to be an oversimplified checklist to measure the excellence of an AC program, but 
rather, to serve as research directions for in-depth inquiry into the implementation and 
efficacy of these elements to achieve excellence in AC teacher preparation. 

3. What we need to know: Research agenda 

It is clear from the presentations that research on alternative certification programs to 
date is very weak. Keynote speaker Kenneth Zeichner, from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, opened the conference with an excellent, critical overview of the 
relevant teacher education research. He notes that much of what is believed about teacher 
education program excellence in general cannot currently be supported by the evidence. It is 
oversimplified to judge the quality of an AC program by a simple criterion such as its length 
without, for example, taking into account the characteristics of the participants. Another 
example is that everyone agrees that mentoring of new teachers is important, but in practice 
the quality and extent of the mentoring offered varies enormously. Humphrey, Wechsler and 
Hough (2006) similarly note, “Ironically, both the endorsement and criticism of alternative 
certification are based on a very thin research base” (p. 4). 

Based on the review of research on practice of AC science teacher training, future 
research needs to focus on the following areas. 

 Given that “different programs have different selection criteria” (Humphrey, 
Wechsler & Hough, 2006, p. 8), we need to test the assumptions about the most 
desirable qualities of an effective teacher, and about which qualities are generic and 
which are specific to science teachers. 

 Given that the strong interaction among AC program partners has impact on 
recruiting, selection and initial placement and the training processes (Daly, 2006; 
Harper & Edwards, 2006), we need to know the impact of such collaborative 
innovations on AC teacher retention. 

 Research shows that field-based experiences through alternative certification routes 
have the potential to: 1) engage interns in the exploration of different instructional 
methods; 2) increase intern self-efficacy; 3) connect university coursework to 
classroom decision making (Bullough, Young, Erickson, Birrell, Clark, Egan, Berrie, 
Hales & Smith, 2002); and 4) create the “transformative pathway” (Abell, 2006) for 
teacher candidates to interact with veteran teachers for understanding and 
experiencing the teaching profession. What we need to know is through what 
structural, organizational, and systemic elements in the partnerships AC candidates 
benefit most from the field-based experiences. 

 In the area of mentor training, we need to know  

- The type of assistance that is most needed by first year, alternative 
certification science teachers. 

- The type of mentor training that enables mentors to effectively develop the 
pedagogical content knowledge in alternative certification science teachers.   

 Regarding mentoring relationships that best support AC science teachers, we need to 
know  
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- The process of selection of mentors in order to ensure that productive 
partnerships with AC science teachers develop. 

- The expectations for mentoring that are held by both mentors and mentees. 

- The types of partnerships between mentors and mentees that most effectively 
develop AC science teachers’ classroom skills. 

- The support of the partnerships from the school systems with release time or 
other means of facilitating meetings. 

 In order to examine the efficacy of AC induction programs, we need to know 

- The structure of long-term professional development programs and the role of 
mentoring in these programs. 

- The benefits to the AC teachers who are participating in mentoring programs as 
a part of long-term professional development. 

 Research indicates that AC science teacher training efficacy appears to be a function 
of the interaction between the program as implemented, the school context, and 
individuals’ backgrounds (Humphrey & Wechsler, 2005). What we need to know is 
how the interaction influences novice AC teachers’ performance with reference to 
student achievement, and their retention not only in the teaching profession but also 
in hard-to-staff schools. 

 For comparative studies of certification programs, Humphrey and Wechsler (2005) 
theorize that rather than comparing different AC programs “a better unit of analysis 
would be a subgroup of individuals from different programs with similar 
backgrounds and experience, who work in the same or similar school settings”(p. 
30). 

The quality of an AC science teacher is a direct reflection of the quality of the AC 
program that he/she went through. The following section recommends guidelines for 
assessment of AC programs through the evaluation of the AC science teachers’ mastery of 
teacher knowledge and their skill performance.  

4. Guidelines for assessment of AC programs for science teachers 

Though variation exists among routes to licensure according to state regulations and the 
alternative pathways that teachers can utilize to become certified, guidelines must be 
established to assess the alternative certification programs existing today. Included here are 
guidelines for states, school districts, and higher education institutions to use in order to 
determine the effectiveness of their alternative certification programs and for programs to use 
to better prepare its science teachers. The guidelines address both teacher knowledge and 
teacher skill performance. 

4.1 Teacher Knowledge 

Teacher knowledge includes teacher content knowledge and teacher knowledge of 
educational foundations and strategies. 

Content knowledge 

The STEM areas are a growing body of content knowledge. This requires a periodic 
examination of the content that science teachers are required to know. Science teacher 
preparation is particularly precarious since there are distinct, yet related, disciplines within 
science that no one teacher can truly be expected to master completely. While several states, 
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such as Texas, offer “composite science” certification so that teachers are certified to teach in 
all science content areas, such encompassing certificates in science should be used with 
caution. A teacher with a degree in the life sciences may not be equipped to teach the physical 
sciences, and vice-versa. In order to assess the extent to which alternative certification 
programs effectively prepare teachers who have the appropriate content knowledge set, some 
guiding questions are:   

 To what extent do the alternative certification program’s requirements for content 
knowledge meet local, state, and national guidelines for content? 

 What evidence does the program provide regarding the teacher’s working knowledge 
of the range of content that they will possibly teach? 

 To what extent does the program identify deficiencies in content knowledge and 
require content preparation to meet deficiencies? 

 To what extent does the program include instruction in the range of content that the 
teacher will likely teach?   

 To what extent does the program extend teachers’ knowledge beyond the range of 
content they will likely teach? 

Educational foundations and strategies 

Being a good teacher is more than knowing content (Darling-Hammond, 1999, 2000, 
2002, 2003). Included in alternative certification programs are usually training in educational 
foundations and strategies. While an individual in an alternative certification program may 
have a degree in their certification area and have practiced as a professional in that area, 
further preparation is still needed, such as 
opportunities for teachers to experience 
first-hand the environment in which they will be
working prior to their employment. Once the 
teacher is employed full-time, training in 
effective teaching strategies should continue wit
the support of a mentor teacher in the same 
content area and grade level, and mentors sh
receive adequate training in research-based 
strategies in order to meet the changing needs of 
the teachers (Evertson & Smithy, 2000; H
1998). Thus, assessment of alternative 
certification programs must include an assessment of the training that mentors receive as well
In order to assess the extent to which alternative certification programs effectively prepare 
teachers who possess an appropriate knowledge of appropriate educational foundations and 
strategies, som

 To what extent do the alternative certification program’s requirements for knowledge 
of educational foundations and strategies meet local, state, and national guidelines for 
beginning teachers?   

 What evidence does the program provide indicating that the teacher has a working 
knowledge of educational foundations and strategies necessary for the range of grade 
levels they will possibly teach? 

 To what extent does the program identify deficiencies in this area and require 
preparation to meet deficiencies? 
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 To what extent does the program include preparation in the range of educational 
foundations and strategies necessary for the grade levels that the teacher will possibly 
teach?   

 What field experiences are provided so that teachers have the opportunity to become 
familiar with the school environment, observe effective teaching, and interact with 
students within their particular certification area and for the range of grade levels they 
will possibly teach? 

 What evidence is there indicating that each mentor has expertise in their assigned 
teacher’s content area and grade level? 

 What type of training does each mentor receive in research-based mentoring 
strategies? 

4.2 Teacher skill performance assessment 

In addition to assessing the extent to which alternative certification programs prepare 
teachers in terms of their content knowledge and their knowledge of educational foundations 
and strategies, programs must be held accountable for ensuring that the graduates are capable 
of using effective teaching practices through direct observation both during and after the 
program and with reference to student outcomes.  

Direct observation 

In order to assess the extent to which alternative certification programs effectively 
prepare teachers who are able to demonstrate effective teaching practices, some guiding 
questions are: 

 To what extent do the alternative certification program’s requirements for teacher 
performance meet local, state, and national guidelines for beginning teachers?   

 What evidence does the program have indicating that the teacher is capable of 
employing the teaching skills necessary for the range of grade levels they will 
possibly teach? 

 What deficiencies does the program identify in this area prior to the full-time 
employment of the teacher and require preparation to meet the deficiencies? 

 What opportunities does the program provide for teachers to demonstrate effective 
teaching practices during their training for the range of grade levels that the teacher 
will possibly teach?   

 What field experiences are provided prior to their employment as a full-time teacher 
so that teachers have the opportunity to demonstrate effective teaching practices 
within their particular certification area and for the range of grade levels they will 
possibly teach? 

 What specific feedback do teachers receive on their teaching once hired as full-time 
teachers? 

 What deficiencies does the program identify in this area that require remediation and 
sustained support to meet the deficiencies? 

 What are the evaluation results of the teachers by multiple individuals over multiple 
observation visits that include both planned and unplanned observations? 
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Student outcomes 

Another means of determining the extent to which teachers are able to utilize effective 
teaching practices is their influence on student performance as measured by students’ course 
grades and standardized test scores. Research indicates that better prepared teachers have a 
more positive impact on student performance as compared to less prepared teachers 
(Darling-Hammond, 1999, 2000, 2003; Marzano, 2003; Reeves, 2002; Sanders, 1998). 

Alternatively licensed teachers should have students 
performing at comparable levels to the students of 
traditionally prepared teachers with similar school 
placements, teaching assignments, students, and years 
of experience. Due to the potential subjective nature of 
students’ course grades (Adelman, 1983; Bracey, 1994; 
Marzano, 2000; USDOE, 1994), student performance 
on standardized tests should be weighted heavily in this 
comparison. In order to assess the extent to which 
alternative certification programs effectively prepare 
teachers who utilize effective teaching practices, some 

guiding questions are: 

 To what extent do the alternative certification program’s requirements for teacher 
performance, as measured by student outcomes, meet local, state, and national 
guidelines for the students of beginning teachers?   

 To what extent does the alternative certification program have access to, and make use 
of, student data to ensure that the teacher is capable of employing the teaching skills 
necessary for their particular teaching assignment? 

Conclusion 

Alternative teacher certification (AC) is a complex phenomenon. It has a significant 
impact on how teachers are educated and brought into the profession (Feistritzer & Chester, 
2002), and it has become a catalyst for debates centering upon interpretations of teacher 
shortages, on the definition of “highly qualified” teachers, and on the nature of teaching and 
teacher education. However, research on the effect of alternative teacher certification 
programs is “limited” and research findings are very often “mixed” (Wilson, Floden & 
Ferrini-Mundy, 2002, p. 198) because of flaws in AC research (Hawley, 1990; Zeichner, 
2006). The presentations at the conference help to define what we know about current 
effective practices of AC programs in preparing science teachers and to clarify what we still 
need to know through future research in this area.  
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Introduction  

The major theme of the STEM ACT conference was to respond to the question, “What do 
we know and what more do we need to learn about how to incorporate the results of more than 
30 years of research on science teaching and learning into alternative certification programs?” 
However, a review of studies that have compared alternative with traditional programs led us to 
the conclusion that given the wide variety in the structures of alternative and traditional programs, 
and the wide variety in the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that candidates bring to the 
programs, there is little that can be learned through research that attempts to compare alternative 
and traditional programs. Hence, in this white paper we argue that what is needed, instead, are 
studies that identify and examine how teacher learning occurs in those experiences; what is 
learned; and how teachers put that learning to use. In other words, this white paper’s primary 
purpose is to outline a research agenda for the initial preparation of science teachers, regardless 
of programs, which takes into account results of more than 30 years of research on science 
teaching and learning.  

This white paper starts with issues related to defining alternative certification programs and 
research on such programs, which is followed by delineation of what we refer to as the “Reform 
Vision” of science teaching, and what and how science teachers would need to learn in order to 
construct reform vision classrooms. We conclude the paper with recommendations and questions 
for future research. 

A list of all the papers presented in the research thread appears in the Appendix. 

 
1. Defining Alternative Programs 

One of the findings of the STEM ACT conference was that alternative certification is a 
wide-ranging term that fails to clearly delineate a unique set of programs. Many programs 
considered to be alternative programs are in fact housed in institutions of higher education and 
lead to both licensure and a degree. Others have chosen to call only undergraduate programs 
“traditional,” and to place all other teacher education programs in the category of alternative. In 
addition, there is at least as much variation within programs as there is between programs. For 
example, Marjorie Wechsler, in a paper delivered at the STEM ACT Conference, reported on a 
large scale study of alternative certification programs done with her colleagues at SRI 
International. They found large variations among alternative certification programs in the 
characteristics of participants (e.g., their education backgrounds), previous careers and classroom 
experience; and in the components of the alternative certification programs, including participant 
experiences with coursework, mentoring and supervision, and the context of their school 
placements (Humphrey, Wechsler, & Hough, 2006).  

Similarly, in another conference presentation Sandra Abell and her colleagues (2006) 
reported that the literature indicates wide variation in the design and purpose of alternative 
certification programs (Darling-Hammond, 1992; Feistritzer, 1998). In particular they noted that 
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“Scribner, Bickford, and Heinen (2004) found differences in program goals, structure, support in 
teaching field placements, and mentoring available to interns among the various alternative 
certification programs within the state of Missouri (Abell et al., 2006, p. 3).” Abell at al. 
concluded from this that, “Because of this variation in program design, the research results are 
difficult to interpret and inadequate for informing the design and implementation of alternative 
certification programs (2006, p. 3).” Moreover, in a study of new science teachers in “Bayline” 
school district, Jodie Galosy noted that “even within this one district and alternative certification 
program, considerable variability existed across teachers, their 
school contexts, and their learning opportunities” (Galosy, 
2006, p. 2). Michelle Lee also found wide variations among 
candidates in the alternative programs that she studied and that 
the candidates’ perceptions of the program varied widely in 
terms of structure and cohesiveness (Lee, Olson & Scribner, 
2006).   

Thus, the large variations in program structure among 
those programs labeled as alternative, the differences in 
candidate backgrounds within and among programs, and the 
wide range in the school contexts in which candidates were 
placed, both within and among programs, led us to concur 
with the statement that “there is no agreement about the definition of alternative certification and 
there is some confusion as well about what constitutes traditional certification” (Zeichner & 
Conklin, 2005, p. 656). Given that the meaning of alternative (or traditional) certification “is 
obscure and its forms of implementation are many” (Fenstermacher, 1990, p. 155), research that 
contrasts alternative with traditional programs has limited ability to inform science teacher 
education. We argue that we need studies focusing instead on the educational experiences 
programs provide, what teachers learn from these opportunities, and the implications for their 
students. We expand on these points in the following section of the paper. 

… much of the literature on 
alternative certification 
programs is in the policy 
domain, such as issues about 
who enters teaching through 
an alternative certification 
route, where they teach, and 
how long they stay. These 
studies pay little attention to 
teacher learning, the goal of 
teacher education programs 

2. Research on Alternative Programs 

Alternative teacher certification has become a proliferating phenomenon in the United 
States in the past two decades. Nonetheless, much of the literature on alternative certification 
programs is in the policy domain, such as issues about who enters teaching through an alternative 
certification route, where they teach, and how long they stay. These studies pay little attention to 
teacher learning, the goal of teacher education programs. Moreover, policy studies tend to look 
broadly at teachers and teacher education in general, often without a subject matter focus. That 
is, little or no attention is paid to whether the teachers will teach at the elementary, middle or 
high school level; or what subject area they will teach. This was confirmed by a thorough search 
of the literature in which we found few references to studies of alternative certification programs 
for science teachers. This is problematic because subject matter knowledge is considered an 
essential component to pedagogical and pedagogical content knowledge (Allen, 2003; Darling-
Hammond & Youngs, 2002; EOTP, 2002; USDOE, 2002). 

While science-specific studies of teacher learning are needed, equally valuable but less 
often discussed (or researched), is the importance of science teachers’ knowledge of research 
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findings on science teaching and learning, and how to use those findings in their classrooms. 
This includes studies of students’ everyday and scientific understanding of science concepts 
(e.g., Clement, 1982; Driver, Guesne & Tiberghien, 1985), conceptual change (Posner, Strike, 
Hewson & Gertzog, 1982), and scientific discourse in classrooms (e.g., Clement, 1982; Crawford 
& Kelly, 1997; Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer & Scott, 1994; Posner, Strike, Hewson & 
Gertzog, 1982; Rosebery, Warren & Conant, 19921). There have also been large research 
programs on the teaching of science. These have primarily been in the areas of inquiry (Layman, 
1996); the science, technology and society (STS) approach (Yager & Tamir, 1993); and the 
assessment of learning (Atkin & Coffey, 2003; Black, Harrison & Lee, 2004). Other research 
programs that have informed science teacher preparation include those on the nature of science 
(Lederman, 1992; Solomon, Duveen & Scot, 1992) and women and underrepresented groups in 
science (Brickhouse, Lowery & Schultz, 2000; Rodriguez, 1998). While there is more research 
needed in these and other areas of science education, the field would benefit from examining the 
impact these studies have on teacher education, teachers, and their students.  

Accordingly, we recommend rephrasing the guiding question to “What do we know and 
what more do we need to learn about science teacher education that takes into account the results 
of more than 30 years of research on science teaching and learning?” That is, what and how do 
varied educational opportunities (for example, learning about research findings) contribute to the 
beliefs, knowledge, and skills that science teachers develop and to their students’ learning? Such 
a shift moves away from the overemphasis on policy and licensure toward content-rich teacher 
learning across a teacher development continuum. 

3. The Terrain of Science Teacher Education 

In the preceding section we argued that it is of little value to compare and contrast 
traditional and alternative programs for the purpose of research on science teacher education. 
However, in order to put boundaries on the scope of this white paper there is a need to locate it 
as best we can among the various contexts in which science teacher learning occurs. In doing so 
we begin by thinking about the field of science teacher education in terms of terrain, and then by 
focusing on one type of geographical feature – the divide. In research on science teacher 
education the divides that we are concerned with are those that separate science teacher 
education from the education of other teachers, those that separate preservice and inservice 
teacher education; and those that separate programs that have as their primary purpose teacher 
licensure from those that have as their primary purpose the education of teachers. We 
particularly like the metaphor of the geophysical divide because rather than a clear line, the 
divide is often a long ridge that separates watersheds. For example, when rain falls near the 
continental divide that separates the Colorado and Mississippi watersheds, it will either 
eventually flow into the Sea of Cortez or the Gulf of Mexico, depending on which side of the 
divide it falls on. However, because so little rain actually falls exactly on the “dividing line” its 
precise location is not important except to a small number of hydrologists. Instead what is 
important is whether the rain drops head toward the tributaries of the Colorado or to those of the 
Mississippi. In the same way we are not too concerned with surveying exactly the divide 
between our categories, but rather which side of the divide we examine. 

 
1 C.f., National Research Council (2005) for a summary of studies on student learning. 
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3.1 Divide between science teacher education and generic teacher education 

The first divide that we examine is between programs that focus on the preparation of 
science teachers and those that are more generic. A major part of our argument in this white 
paper is that science teachers need to have knowledge and skills particular to the teaching of 
science and that these knowledge and skills go beyond those that can be learned and developed 
without paying attention to what it means to teach and learn science. In addition, there is the 
difference between the content knowledge of school science and that of the academic disciplines, 
between what is practiced by scientists and what is presented to college students (Hill & Ball, 
2004; Stengel, 1997). This is further compounded by the fact that science is not itself monolithic. 
Each of the sciences has its own substantive and syntactic structures (Schwab, 1978) that 
determine what is known and the warrants for knowledge. 

3.2 Divide between preservice and inservice teacher education 

A second divide is between teacher education activities that occur before candidates are 
hired as teachers of record and those that occur after they enter the teacher workforce. The divide 
between preservice and inservice teacher education, especially in the early years of practice, has 
become more of a wide plateau than a mountain ridge as the models for initial science teacher 
education proliferate. Just as we found that it is not useful to distinguish between traditional and 
alternative teacher education programs for the purpose of research on science teacher learning, 
we believe that it is not fruitful to continue to try to maintain the distinction between preservice 
and inservice teacher education. Rather, it may be better to distinguish between novices and 
experts in studies, because the distinction has more to do with the level of knowledge and skills 
that they have, rather than where they are in their professional careers. 

3.3 Divide between licensure programs/educational programs 

The third divide that we examine is between programs that have as their primary purpose 
the licensure or credentialing of new teachers and those that have as their primary purpose the 
education of new teachers. In their extreme forms, the former exist solely to help candidates 
meet the minimum requirements of state licensing agencies, while the latter help teacher 
candidates to develop the knowledge, skills, judgment and wisdom for teaching. The advantages 
of the former are that they require minimal resources to run the programs, and keep the cost to 
the candidates low, especially in terms of income lost while otherwise enrolled in the program. 
They also quickly produce the teachers that are needed in high demand regions. What we are 
calling teacher education programs, on the other hand, require many more resources, because 
they recognize that time and effort are required to produce knowledgeable, skilled, and wise 
practitioners. A challenge in science teacher education is how to design programs that have the 
benefits associated with credentialing programs yet prepare teachers to be effective science 
educators. Much research on science teacher learning must be done to make sure that as 
programs are trimmed to increase productivity, they maintain the quality that keeps teacher 
learning at the center. 

We now look more closely at science teacher education by delineating the “reform vision” 
for science education that guides most of the research in science teacher education. We then turn 
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to the teacher beliefs, knowledge and skills that support the reform vision, and then to ways that 
teacher education can be embedded in practice. 

4. Visionary Strides: What And How Science Teachers Need to Learn 

What science teachers need to learn is inextricably linked with our vision of science 
education. In the following section, we consider contemporary visions for science education and 
their implications for teacher learning. We describe what educational reformers imagine, the 
implications for what science teachers — particularly those new to the profession — must learn, 
and the research progress, to date. 

4.1 A reform vision of good science teaching 

Over the past decade, the science education community has developed a vision for science 
classrooms where all children have opportunities to develop deep understanding of science and 
its practices. This vision imagines science classrooms as active and exciting places; where 
science is relevant and interesting to students’ lives, awakens their curiosity about the world 
within and beyond their own experience, engages them in scientific inquiry, and deepens their 
commitments to responsible citizenship.  

These hopes for what science education could be stand in sharp contrast to descriptions of 
science classrooms students typically encounter — often depicted as dull, boring places 
dominated by lecture, incomprehensible textbooks and worksheets, and punctuated with 
occasional laboratory procedures which — when followed precisely — yield pre-determined 
results. Moreover, all learners do not have equal opportunities to participate in and/or experience 
success in science, as evidenced by achievement gaps between some racial, ethnic, and economic 
groups (Lynch, 2000). 

4.2 What do science teachers need to learn to construct Reform Vision classrooms? 

Visions are ideological; school classrooms are not. Studies point out the strenuous demands 
that instructional reforms, like those proposed for science, exact on experienced teachers, let 

alone novices (Gamoran, Anderson, Quiroz, Secada, 
Williams & Ashmann, 2003; Kennedy, 1998; National 
Research Council, 2000). Ambitious visions for 
classroom science teaching and learning have 
profound implications for teacher learning — 
expectations for what teachers know and are able to 
do expand accordingly (c.f. NSTA, NSES, NBT
INTASC). Science teaching becomes more complex 
and demands much from teachers, especially those at 
the beginning of their careers. The lists of beliefs, 
knowledge, and skills considered necessary are 

lengthy: deep understanding of science and scientific practices, pedagogical and pedagogical 
content expertise, knowledge of learners, and capacities for context-specific judgment and 
reasoning, to name a few. Consider, for instance, the range of beliefs, knowledge, and skills 
included within the research papers for this conference (see Table 1).  
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Science education research continues to pursue meaningful lines of discipline-specific 
inquiry — like those represented at the STEM ACT conference — with implications for science 
teacher preparation. For instance, we now have a much better grasp of how students develop 
conceptual understandings of a wide variety of science concepts (c.f., research studies on 
conceptual change). Other promising lines of work include, but are not limited to, teacher 
content knowledge, learners’ views of science, and student assessment. However, we know little 
about the impact of incorporating this scholarship into early career science teacher education. 
That is, what are the implications for teachers and their students?  

Consequently, empirical warrants for what good science teachers must know are emergent, 
at best. Progress requires long-term, coordinated commitments from the science education 
research community to investigate relationships between science teachers’ professional 
development, their beliefs/knowledge/practices and what their students know and are able to do. 
This is the agenda for research on any program invested in science teacher education, regardless 
of designation (e.g., alternative, undergraduate, graduate, etc.). We now consider research 
progress on what science teachers need to learn. 

Table 1. Teacher learning outcomes referenced in STEM ACT research papers 
 

Paper/Poster lead authors Beliefs/knowledge/skills/practices 
Abell Content knowledge for teaching (CKT) and 

Pedagogical content knowledge for teaching (PCK) 
 

Demir Inquiry-based teaching practices 
 

Dern Teacher beliefs about student-centered teaching 
practices 
 

Galosy Teachers’ expectations for their students’ science 
learning 
 

Greenwood Teacher efficacy — belief that they can have positive 
impacts on student learning 
 

Lee A range of science teaching practices (active learning, 
collaborative learning, connecting science with 
students’ experience, addressing students’ 
misconceptions and learning difficulties, assessment) 
 

Mitchener Inquiry-based teaching beliefs and practices 
 

Sterling Classroom management, planning, and instructional 
capacities 
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   4.3 Teacher beliefs, knowledge, and skills that support the Reform Vision 

In their review of research on professional development, Wilson and Berne (1999) suggest 
that getting at the “what” of good teaching entails both conceptual and empirical work. We see 
the vision for science teaching already discussed as the kind of conceptual work necessary. The 
thirty-year history of science education research provides some empirical footing. However, 
studies that examine the results of teacher education and especially research that links teacher 
and student learning are needed. Moreover, if we are to characterize and test models of teacher 
and student learning we need more robust conceptual and methodological tools for our work. We 
draw on the STEM ACT research presentations to offer some examples of the kind of research 
and tools we mean; discussing, in turn, teachers’ content and pedagogical content knowledge, 
inquiry-based teaching, students’ conceptual development, and the nature of science. 

4.3.1 Science teacher content knowledge 

The candidate’s science background is the most shared focus across research papers 
presented at the STEM ACT conference. Galosy (2006) highlighted the critical importance of 
this knowledge as one of the personal resources that three STEM-degreed teacher candidates 
relied on to access and effectively use a variety of other available resources. Similarly, Mitchener 

(2006) argued that this STEM background played 
a significant role in beginning teachers 
successfully conducting action research projects 
during their second years to improve their 
teaching. Abell et al. (2006), Herbert (2006), and 
Wang (2006) all focused more specifically on the 
teacher candidate’s content knowledge, and what 
and how the formal and informal aspects of this 
knowing becomes accessible to students. 

The work of Britton and colleagues 
(2006) support a growing consensus that 
science teachers need a depth and 
breadth of content knowledge that 
college science courses alone are 
unlikely to provide. 

The work of Britton and colleagues (2006) support a growing consensus that science 
teachers need a depth and breadth of content knowledge that college science courses alone are 
unlikely to provide. Their studies suggest content for science teaching is domain-specific in at 
least two ways – 1) to the particular science discipline and 2) to the work of teaching itself. It is 
clear that teachers need to know the science that they will teach – a major in biology will not 
provide the content knowledge needed to teach earth science. Moreover, drawing on the work of 
Ball and colleagues in mathematics (Hill & Ball, 2004), Abell et al. (2006) note that the content 
knowledge for teaching may be qualitatively different from that required for a career as a 
research scientist or engineer. Contrary to typical assumptions, then, teacher candidates with 
science majors or previous career experience in science-related fields may not necessarily have 
the right content knowledge for science teaching. In fact, Wang (2006) — citing Lederman and 
Gess-Newsome’s work (1999)— implicates college-level science courses as major contributors 
to the fragmented and shallow “knowledge structures” evidenced by many secondary science 
teachers (pp. 13-14). 

Yet, as Wang (2006) points out, studies investigating secondary science teacher content 
knowledge reveal little about what constitutes “good training in science” (p. 11) for science 
teaching. Previous studies of teacher content knowledge often are not domain-specific; using 
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proxies, like number of science courses, for teacher content knowledge. Further, other 
commonly-used measures, like teacher or mentor reports of content confidence/competence have 
suspect validity. More robust measures for assessing domain-specific teacher content knowledge 
are needed; there are several NSF-funded works in progress to develop such measures (e.g., 
Abell et al., 2006; Kern, Roehrig & Luft, 2006).  

More importantly, the idea that content knowledge for teaching is significantly different 
from the academic knowledge of the university (Hill & Ball, 2004; Stengel, 1997) suggests that 
teachers must continue to learn their subject within the context of their practice if they are to 
become experts. We believe that studying how teachers develop this expertise is a potentially 
fruitful and important area for research on science teacher learning. 

4.3.2 Nature of science 

Science education reform documents, such as the AAAS Benchmarks (AAAS, 1993) and 
the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996), frame science as 
both a body of knowledge and a process for developing that knowledge (often referred to as the 
“Nature of Science’ or NOS). NOS experts contend science textbooks’ treatment of “the 
scientific method” mislead teachers and students about scientific disciplinary practices. 
Consequently, if science teachers are to help students develop more realistic views about science, 
the teachers, themselves, will need to understand science as a discipline.  

Attempts to measure NOS have a long and contested 
history (Lederman, Schwartz, Abd-El-Khalick & Bell, 2001; 
Munby, 1983). However, efforts to develop national science 
standards have contributed to a growing consensus about 
practices that characterize scientific work; and practices 
students (and their teachers) should have opportunities to 
understand and experience. In turn, these scientific practices 
form the basis for instruments intended to measure NOS. 
Research into NOS development in science teacher education 
has been facilitated by recent validation studies of NOS 
instruments (Lederman, et al., 2001).  

While there is no single definition of NOS, reform 
documents emphasize some common characteristics of 

scientific work: “Scientific knowledge is: tentative (subject to change), empirical, theory-laden, 
partly the product of human inference, imagination, and creativity…and socially and culturally 
embedded” (Abd-El-Khalick, 2005, pp.16-17). Studies of pre-service teachers, to date, show 
most teacher candidates have limited understanding of NOS. Moreover, even when their views 
more closely represent those described above, the “translation of these views into instructional 
practices was, at best, limited and mediated by several factors” (Abd-El-Khalick, 2005, p.16). 
However, we know little about the impact that teachers’ knowledge and beliefs have on their 
NOS understanding and classroom practice. STEM ACT Conference participants did not address 
NOS explicitly in their work. However, Greenwood and colleagues (2006) do note that given 
present efforts to attract STEM graduates to teaching, STEM training, work history, and 
especially experiences doing scientific research bears further study. In addition to the 
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implications these prior experiences have for teacher preparation and support (as Greenwood et 
al., 2006, suggest), another interesting line of inquiry is how these prior experiences influence 
teacher learning about NOS and classroom instruction.  

4.3.3 Science teacher pedagogical content knowledge 

Research on science teacher pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) parallels content 
knowledge — we have fledgling understandings of what “it” is and thus, few valid measures of 
“its” assessment. In their literature review on the construct, Kern, Roehrig and Luft (2006) draw 
on Shulman’s (1987) work and describe pedagogical content knowledge as “the capacity of a 
teacher to transform the content knowledge he/she possesses into forms that are pedagogically 
powerful and yet adaptive to the variations in ability and background represented by the 
students” (p. 7). Again, as with content knowledge, the challenge is translating this general 
description in context-specific terms. For instance, what does pedagogical content knowledge of 
a novice science teacher “look like” when teaching force and motion to a diverse group of 
seventh grade students? We suggest, then, that the field not only needs research that applies 
across contexts but also context-specific studies. 

Not surprisingly, given what we yet have to learn about content knowledge for science 
teaching, researchers are grappling with how to examine PCK. Several STEM ACT research 
groups — led by Greenwood, Britton, Kern, and Abell — included PCK measurement in their 
work. We briefly describe each of their approaches to data collection and analyses. 

Greenwood and colleagues (2006) evaluated the PCK of new science teachers with a survey 
questionnaire that they administered to the novice’s mentors. There are twenty-seven items in the 
questionnaire’s PCK scale that includes a range of criteria from laboratory safety to lesson 
planning to teacher enthusiasm. Although the PCK scale has high internal consistency 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.952), the questionnaire has only been used, to date, to collect mentor 
teachers’ perceptions of their mentees. 

As part of their national study of induction programs, Britton’s (2006) research team used a 
combination of several classroom observations and interviews to assess PCK development in the 
following areas:  

 multiple ways of representing content 
 constructing content- and student- appropriate tasks 
 understanding specific content within the disciplinary and curricular contexts 
 identifying students’ prior knowledge 
 understanding student errors and addressing student misconceptions 
 assessing student understanding. 

Kern and colleagues (2006) used some of the categories Britton’s group identified in their 
investigation of beginning secondary science teachers’ PCK. Kern conducted beginning and end-
of-year semi-structured interviews and coded them with rubrics that were developed by Luft and 
colleagues (Lee, Puthoff, Luft & Roehrig, 2005). These measures delineate “three levels of 
proficiency within two broad categories of knowledge: student learning in science (use of 
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students’ prior knowledge, variations in students’ approaches to learning and students’ 
difficulties with specific science concepts) and knowledge of instructional strategies (level of 
inquiry and different representations of content)” (p. 13). 

Abell’s (2006) group also used Luft and colleagues’ rubrics (cited above) to analyze PCK 
development in their study of early career secondary science teachers. In addition to interviews, 
Abell’s data collection involved a series of lesson planning tasks — both hypothetical and within 
the teachers’ classrooms — over time. In addition to knowledge of student learning and 
instructional strategies, Abell’s group is developing PCK rubrics for other areas of interest, 
including assessment of student understanding. 

Looking across this work on PCK, we see a consensus about what kinds of knowledge fall 
within the domain of PCK and the beginnings of some shared measures for guiding research. 
Both are important for a successful research agenda on early career science teachers and PCK. At 
the same time, STEM ACT participants also noted that most of this work relied on intensive data 
collection over time and development of case studies. Understandably, investigating PCK — 
content- and context-specific as it is — may well require case study designs. It also seems likely 
that investigating PCK development as a continuum necessitates longitudinal studies. We take up 
the implications of these research designs in our recommendations. We now consider several 
other lines of work that also inform research into early career science teacher development 
regarding their PCK, including teacher beliefs, scientific inquiry, students’ conceptual 
understanding, and formative assessment  

4.3.3.1 Teacher beliefs 

Growth in science knowledge and science knowledge for teaching is not the only one way 
to think about growth in expertise (Feldman, 2002). There is also the sense of becoming and the 
changes in self-identity that occur in the transition from novice to 
expert that leads to the ability to say with confidence, “I am a 
science teacher.” For instance, Greenwood and colleagues (2006) 
investigated the influence that various types of feedback from a 
college supervisor had on three early-career science teachers’ self-
efficacy and noted that more research in this area was needed. They 
found Bandura’s (2001) self-efficacy scale a useful instrument and 
recommended further work into the relationship between specific 
mentoring and supervisory practices and teachers’ sense of self-
efficacy. While Greenwood et al’s rationale for studying self-efficacy is its relationship to 
teacher retention (citing Glickman and Tamashiro’s 1982 study), investigating the influence of 
teacher self-efficacy on teaching practices and student learning would be equally valuable.  

However, although 
inquiry stands as a marker 
of reform pedagogy, it is a 
complex notion, neither 
uniformly understood nor 
easily translated into 
classroom practices. 

Kern et al. (2006), Galosy (2006), and Mitchener (2006) also considered the role teachers’ 
beliefs play in their expectations for students and teaching practices. As a whole, these studies 
and others reviewed by Clift and Brady (2005) concluded that prospective teachers entered 
teacher preparation with their own firmly held beliefs and values about science, teaching, and 
learning, much of which related to their own schooling. Like their future students, what they 
learned, in this case through teacher education, was mediated by these prior beliefs and values 
derived from prior life and education experiences. Given the important role that efficacy, 
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identity, and teachers’ beliefs about science, teaching and learning play in teacher education, 
attention to this area, especially with regard to professional development, classroom practices 
and student learning is needed. Such studies would strengthen our understanding of what kinds 
of educational opportunities help teachers develop beliefs consistent with effective science 
teaching. 

4.3.3.2 Scientific inquiry 

Scientific inquiry figures prominently in reform documents, such as the National Science 
Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996), and its follow-up, Inquiry and the 
National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 2000). However, although 
inquiry stands as a marker of reform pedagogy, it is a complex notion, neither uniformly 
understood nor easily translated into classroom practices (National Research Council, 2000). 
Confusion about inquiry is exacerbated by its double meaning in the NSES — as a learning goal 
for students and as a teaching strategy or method. The 2000 document reminds us that “inquiry” 
is not just about teaching but also refers to understanding how the scientific community builds 
knowledge: 

When educators see or hear the word “inquiry,” many think of a particular way of 
teaching and learning science. Although this is one important application for the 
word, inquiry in the Standards is far more fundamental. It encompasses not only an 
ability to engage in inquiry but an understanding of inquiry and of how inquiry 
results in scientific knowledge. (National Research Council, 2000, p. 13) 

Clearly, if students are to learn what inquiry means, learn how to engage in inquiry, and learn 
through inquiry-based teaching methods, then teachers will need the knowledge and skills to 
make that happen. 

Research reports at the STEM ACT conference noted the connection between teachers’ 
understanding of inquiry and the opportunities they made available for their students. Teachers 
tended to have partial and fragmented views of inquiry; associating inquiry, for instance, with 
“hands-on” activities (Demir, 2006) or using inquiry and activity interchangeably in instructional 
goals and practice (Galosy, 2006). Teachers with limited understanding of inquiry tended not to 
espouse inquiry-related student learning goals (Demir & Abell, 2006; Galosy, 2006; Lee et al., 
2006). However, more sophisticated knowledge of inquiry did not necessarily translate into 
classroom instruction. Even when teachers did appear to have more complete understandings of 
inquiry, their classroom practices did not necessarily reflect their knowledge — they were 
hesitant to incorporate inquiry-based teaching due to management concerns, perceived school 
priorities, and/or time for planning (Demir & Abel, 2006; Galosy, 2006; Lee et al., 2006).  

What new teachers know about inquiry, then, appears to be an important factor in the 
opportunities students have to learn about, and from, inquiry. However, there are a number of 
other variables that may be equally influential in making inquiry-based experiences more 
prevalent in science classrooms. For instance, how might a decreased course load influence 
novice science teachers’ willingness to pursue inquiry-based instructional methods and what are 
the implications for their students? Classroom research can provide the evidence necessary to 
ensure policies and programs that not only support early-career science teachers’ knowledge of 
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inquiry but pay equal attention to factors that impact the extent to which investment in teacher 
learning improves student learning. 

4.3.3.3 Students’ conceptual understanding 

Knowledge of the conceptions that students bring to the science classroom – including what 
have been called “misconceptions” – is often included as an aspect of PCK (see the earlier 
discussion on PCK). Research into student conceptions in physical, earth, and biological systems 
has been quite extensive over the years.2 Yet we know little about the effect that incorporating 
findings from this research into teacher preparation programs can have on teachers’ instructional 
practices or student learning. In one study from the conference, Lee et al. (2006) found that first 
year teachers who were simultaneously taking teacher education courses were somewhat more 
likely to address students’ conceptions in their lesson planning if their coursework also did so. 
However, the factors that influenced how new teachers made use of this line of research, and the 
learning opportunities they created for their students as a result, require further examination. 

4.3.3.4 Formative assessment 

One area in which teacher education has paid particular attention to student conceptions 
research is formative assessment. This line of work includes studies on teaching that begin with 
an assessment of student’s prior knowledge, and proceed with the design and modification of 
one’s teaching in light of that prior knowledge. It also includes studies that focus on the 
preparation of teachers to investigate students’ ideas about key concepts within science, and to 
be able to discern alternative conceptions that students hold from their informal experiences with 
science. In addition, future teachers are taught to engage in ongoing assessments of student 
learning to diagnose what conceptions of science their students hold, and how their teaching 
changes those pre-existing and developing conceptions. Although past efforts have focused on 
the use of instruments such as concept maps and webs or the use of clinical interviews (Mintes, 
Wandersee & Novak, 2000), more recent studies are examining the use of formative assessment 
by teachers to inform their practice (Atkin & Coffey, 2003; Black, Harrison & Lee, 2004; 
Feldman & Capobianco, 2003). 

In summary, given the demands of science education reform, the list of what teacher 
education must prepare science teachers to know and be able to do is extensive. While this is not 
surprising—after all, science teaching is complex and multi-faceted—it does present difficulties 
for setting a coherent, yet comprehensive, research agenda on the content science teacher 
education ought to include. While we have pointed to several key areas discussed during the 
STEM ACT conference, there are other essential issues we have missed or touched on lightly; 
most notably, supporting diverse learners’ science understanding and engagement. All of these 
lines of inquiry into science teachers, beliefs, knowledge, skills, and practices seem equally 
important for understanding science teacher preparation. The task then does not seem to be about 
setting priorities that choose one aspect of teacher learning over another. Rather, the challenge is 
to ensure that the evidence we are accumulating demonstrates if, and how, these areas influence 
teacher and student learning. We look more closely at what such work requires in our 
                                                 
2 For example, see the bibliography assembled by Reinders Duit (http://www.ipn.uni-
kiel.de/aktuell/stcse/stcse.html) that contains over 7700 entries. 
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recommendations. First, however, we turn from the content of science teacher education to 
review what conference participants presented and discussed about its’ pedagogies—how science 
teachers learn. 

5. Science Teacher Education Embedded in Practice 

The second divide that we highlighted was between preservice and inservice teacher 
education. We suggested that this distinction be set aside and instead that researchers examine 
the ways that teacher expertise grows in all settings. Given that the STEM ACT Conference 
focused on teacher education programs, it is not surprising that most of the research reported on 
practice-based teacher education, particularly induction programs and mentoring in the first few 
years of teaching (see Table 2). 

As early as 1975, Lortie concluded that school socialization overpowers what is learned in 
university preparation. Almost twenty-five years later, Kennedy (1999) characterized teacher 
education as still struggling with what she called, “a problem of enactment”: the continued 
difficulty of beginning teachers putting into practice what they learned in their pre-service 
education. Yet several factors appear to be making inroads in understanding the nature of this 
problem and working to counteract it. A structural change most commonly referenced in this 
regard is “induction and mentoring”—a colloquial phrase within the profession that highlights 
the importance of the first three years of teaching. Induction, along with its assumed 
complement, mentoring, has grown over the last thirty years to become commonplace, and often 
state legislated, in many public schools (American Federation of Teachers, 2001). Generally, 
induction and mentoring policies call for school-based support that may be delivered individually 
or in groups to beginning teachers to assist with their classroom teaching and socialization to 
school practices and policies. A school or local university, often in combination with schools, 
districts or other education agencies may administer an induction program. Therefore, mentors 
can be district/school professionals, university personnel, or both.  

Table 2. Teacher education experiences referenced in STEM ACT research papers 

Lead author Pedagogy/pedagogical tools 

Abell Guided and independent internship models 

Britton Science-specific mentoring and field experiences 
Demir Inquiry-based experiences 

Galosy Mentoring, coaching, workshops, literacy strategies 
Greenwood Mentoring, field supervision 
Mitchener Action research 

Sterling Coursework, classroom coaching 
Wang Coursework, field experiences, inquiry-based instruction 

Clift and Brody (2005) concluded that, in general, partnerships between universities and 
schools on professional development decreased the potential discrepancy between what 
beginning teachers learned during their formal education and got enacted through their practice 
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in these beginning years. These types of partnerships and the nature of mentoring during this 
induction period was a major theme across many research papers presented at the STEM ACT 
conference. Given that some teacher preparation programs do not have formal student teaching 
experiences (e.g., teacher candidates hold full-time teaching positions while also attending 
teacher education programs), induction and mentoring practices often replace traditional notions 
of student teaching. Consequently, induction/mentoring support takes on heightened priority for 
these early-career science teachers.  

However, similar to observations of alternative certification programs, induction and 
mentoring practices widely vary, both between and within programs. The beginning science 
teachers Galosy (2006) observed, for instance, had very different kinds of support available to 
them. For example, some had science-specific mentoring, coaching, and workshops; others had 
limited access to science-specific support. Further, Galosy found teachers who had context-
specific assistance (e.g., matched to subject, grade-level, setting) tended to develop more 
ambitious goals for their students. 

Britton’s (2006) review of induction support emphasized science-specific content and 
pedagogical content knowledge. Britton’s conference presentation highlighted the tendencies to 
oversimplify what such a mentoring approach entails and the complexities of putting it into 
practice. In general, he called attention to the need to balance general mentoring needs with 
subject-specific ones and attempted to demystify three common oversimplifications in studies of 
science-specific induction. These oversimplifications include: 

1. Induction programs must only address general needs of first year teachers, or else they 
will not survive.  

2. Credentialed science teachers and career-switchers from industry do not have any content 
needs.  

3. First year teachers cannot cope with an induction program focused primarily on content. 

Within this same vein, Galosy (2006) warns that while teacher educators often fear putting 
beginning teachers in a “sink or swim” situation, this fate can also occur when overwhelmed by 
too many competing support resources, as much as from a lack. Balancing support, then, also 
requires coordination between individuals and programs offering assistance; something Galosy 
found often did not happen in the district she studied. 

Additional conference research papers also addressed mentoring practices. Greenwood et al. 
(2006) examined the types of interactions college supervisors had with new science teachers and 
noted the importance of matching interactions to individual teacher characteristics and needs. 
Koballa, Bradbury, Deaton & Glynn (2006) also considered teachers’ needs by studying the 
kinds of mentoring beginning teachers prefer. Specifically, they explored whether the previous 
experiences of these teacher candidates and the immersion aspect of their teacher preparation 
would impact the type of mentoring beginning teachers preferred and needed. They found that 
there is no one accepted view of mentoring, and that new teachers and their mentors had at least 
three different conceptions of the mentoring relationship: mentoring as apprenticeship; 
mentoring as personal support; and mentoring as co-learning. They also found that prior life and 
professional experiences play an important role in the formation of conceptions of mentoring, 
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 learn as a result of these experiences. 

ically 
and effectively. 

and, therefore, also in the formation of the relationship that develops between mentor and 
mentee. 

Looking more broadly at mentoring practices, Humphrey, Wechsler and Hough (2006) 
found effective programs “provide trained mentors who have the time and resources to plan 
lessons with candidates, share curricula, demonstrate lessons, and provide feedback after 
frequent classroom observations”.  Recommended structures that facilitate mentoring include 
partner pairings (Wang, 2006) and co-teaching (Tobin, 2006). Given the scarcity of inquiry-
based pedagogy in most schools, continued research on methods like these where new teachers 
and mentors work out teaching practices together in the classroom, would benefit teacher 
education. Clearly, there is much to learn about how teacher expertise grows for both partners in 
the mentoring relationship, especially in terms of subject-specific knowledge and skills that are 
required for reform vision science teaching. 

There are other contexts in which teacher learning occurs. The most common form is the 
inservice course or workshop, which for most part, have been shown to have little effect on 
teachers’ practice (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999). However, large-scale studies of science 
teacher professional development indicate that sustained, ongoing experiences (e.g., lesson study 
addressed below) hold more promise. Science teachers also have had the opportunity to 
participate in ongoing scientific research projects through programs such as the NSF’s Research 
Experiences for Teachers. While there have been several 
studies done on science teachers’ research experiences 
(Brown, Bolton, Chadwell & Melear, 2002; Feldman, Rogan
Klyve & Divoll, 2007; Westerlund, Schwartz, Lederman & 
Koke, 2001), there is still much to be learned about how and 
what teachers

Finally, we turn to what may best be thought of as 
inquiry learning experiences for teachers such as lesson study 
and action research. While there has been some exploration of 
lesson study as a form of teacher education for math teachers 
(Curcio, 2002; Fernandez, 2002), there has been little 
research on its use by secondary science teachers. Researchers have attended more closely to 
science teachers’ conducting action research. At the STEM ACT conference, Mitchener (2006) 
shared that after a first year of overwhelming challenges, second-year teachers introduced to 
action research were able to take advantage of this pedagogical tool in crafting a practice 
anchored in learning-based principles. Other research on action research by science teachers 
includes studies by Capobianco (2006), Feldman (1994, 1995, 1996), Feldman & Minstrell 
(2000), and Van Zee (1998). Roth (2007) reviews studies of action research in the most recent 
Handbook of Research on Science Education (Abell & Lederman, 2007). Additional inquiry into 
lesson study and action research with beginning science teachers that focused on teacher and 
student learning would enhance teacher educators’ abilities to use these pedagogies strateg

Similar to our remarks about the content of science teacher education, we see numerous 
pedagogical possibilities as well—varied mentoring/induction practices, workshops, research 
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broadening implications to include student outcomes as well. 

6. Recommendations  
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Figure 1. Research agenda for science teacher education 

Conceptual 

experiences, and inquiry-based opportunities to study classroom practice. We also acknowledge
that this list is incomplete; for instance, we have not discussed technology as a tool for sci
teacher education. While policies treat induction and mentoring generically, STEM ACT 
conference participants (along with other science education researchers) take a more nuanced 
approach; delineating specific practices and examining whether, and how, teachers benefit f
those practices. Again, the research agenda STEM ACT participants advocate is not about 
selecting one pedagogical approach over another, but keeping 

In the preceding sections of this paper, we drew on STEM ACT research presentations a
discussions to consider the question: “What do we know and what more do we need to learn
about science teacher education that takes into account the results of more than 30 years of 
research on science teaching and learning?” We noted the teacher beliefs, knowledge, skills, an
practices needed to support contemporary visions of science education. Moreover, we point
out the wide range of content and pedagogies researchers explore as they examine science 
teacher education that supports reform visions. However, we state the obvious when we say that 
translating research on science teaching and learning into a variety of science teacher educatio
settings is arduous work. There are multiple strands necessary. We need insight into (1) what 
kinds of learning opportunities support diverse learners’ science engagement and understanding,
(2) what science teachers need to learn in order to provide such opportunities for their studen
and (3) what kinds of experiences teachers need to learn what they need. That is, if we want 
science teacher education to be research-based, then we need to have evidence that 
we teach teachers benefits their students in meaningful ways.  

strengthens communication channels that support rigorous science teacher education research.  

While there have been ongoing research efforts in the three areas described above, there ar
also gaps, especially with regard to student learning. Moreover, these strands are often treated
separately, rather than intertwined. In this section, we make recommendations for a rese
agenda that builds on existing research, keeps teacher and student learning central, and 
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ommendations into 

these three broad categories, briefly describing each and including a few examples of some 
resea

eptual 

e 
lved. Ongoing discussions about defining, and refining, research interests in useful 

ways for science teacher education would be a helpful step towards greater conceptual 
cong

ll. 
 

 would ideally include interview and classroom observation protocols, 
survey questionnaires, teacher assessments of content and pedagogical content knowledge, and 
stud

nts 
m 

esearchers, we 
must take a skeptical stance on what we hold dear. We cannot assume that our vision of science 
educ

arch questions proposed by STEM 
ACT research participants. This is not meant to be exhaustive; but to suggest potentially fruitful 

ence teacher education research. 

 traditional separations of preservice and inservice teacher education to 

ge 
elp teachers, at various points in their professional development, 

The work we have just described requires mutually reinforcing activity on three fronts –
conceptual, methodological, and empirical (see Figure 1). We group our rec

rch questions generated during the STEM ACT research discussions. 

One major conceptual issue that emerged from our discussions is the need for conc
clarity (if not consensus) about what and how science teachers need to learn. We first noticed 
this with regard to alternative certification programs, but saw it in other places as well. 
Mentoring, inquiry and induction (just to name a few) are widely varied; researchers must be 
careful, for instance, about making broad claims about mentoring, without specifying th
practices invo

ruence. 

Rigorous research not only requires conceptual clarity but methodological support as we
A research agenda focused on teacher and student learning requires robust tools for gauging
change over time. Developing such measures demands substantial resources not available to 
many research teams. Investments in a pool of instruments to be shared across the science 
education research community regardless of program would facilitate cross-study comparisons. 
These shared measures

ent assessments.  

The third focus for our recommendations relates to the need to develop empirical warra
for science teacher education practices with research that stretches across the teacher continuu
and takes local contexts into account. For instance, there is an extensive line of research on 
students’ science conceptions/ misconceptions/alternative conceptions. Several, more recent, 
studies of formative assessment examine how that information can assist teachers with their 
particular students’ learning. We see here an example of an empirical chain that extends from 
science teacher education to student learning. However, this work means that as r

ation reform “works” unless we have the evidence necessary to back it up.  

We conclude our recommendations with a list of rese

direction for ongoing sci

7. Research Questions 

 What science and in what form do science teachers need to know? 
 How do we bridge

create a professional continuum of science teacher education, which includes the 
induction phase? 

 How do diverse teachers acquire the beliefs, knowledge and skills across a variety of 
educational settings and opportunities? 

o What coursework and field experiences lead to the development of knowled
and skills that h
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ce teachers learning 

ng, communities of practice) 
tes? How do the following relate to candidates 

chers? 
gender 

text and societal influences 
 How do we transform credentialing programs into research-informed educational 

ams? 

Con

ditional and alternative certification programs, are studies that identify and 
examine how teacher learning occurs in those experiences; what is learned; and how teachers put 
that l

g 

arch 
atter and level specific teacher education and teacher learning that 

takes into account subject matter knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and content 
know

s to be as ambitious as our vision of 
science education reform. We cannot realize our potential without substantial investment in 
systematic conceptual, methodological, and empirical work. 

bring reform visions into science classrooms (action research, institutional 
partnerships)? 

o What roles can teacher collaboratives—groups of scien
together—play in the continued education and production of professional 
knowledge? (e.g. mentori

 Who are the science teacher candida
learning to be science tea

o Age, race, ethnicity, 
o Prior experience 
o Science knowledge 
o Con

progr

clusion 

Once the distinction between alternative and traditional programs is abandoned, we see that 
teacher education is a mix of coursework, fieldwork, and on-the-job learning experiences, each 
of which can vary in time and intensity. In this white paper we argue that what is needed, instead 
of comparisons of tra

earning to use.  

The research agenda outlined requires studies that cross the continuum of teacher learnin
experiences and that follow teachers longitudinally through their careers. In addition, studies are 
needed that examine the ways in which these experiences can be shaped to be part of teacher 
education programs that respond to the constraints and affordances of local situations. Rese
is also needed on subject m

ledge for teaching.  

The research described is urgently needed to support science education reform. Amidst 
demands to improve science teaching, science teacher education is an essential reform tool. 
Consequently, our research in science teacher education need
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Appendix: Research Presentations  
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